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Dissertation Abstract

Institutions, Political Modernization, and Conflict: Three Essays in Political Economy

By

Daniel Wolf

Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematical Behavioral Sciences

University of California, Irvine, 2020

Marek Kaminski Chair

The following dissertation consists of three essays. The first addresses Acemoglu et al. (2001)’s Reversal of

Fortune institutional hypothesis that more “extractive” institutions were created by the European conquering

powers in areas that were relatively wealthy at the time of conquest. These institutions were detrimental

to subsequent growth causing a reversal of per capita wealth order. In this essay I develop an alternative

explanation for this reversal using a learning-by-doing externality and test it on European and northern Asian

countries which had been conquered and ruled by a foreign power since 1500. I find that learning-by-doing

technical knowledge accumulation is a more plausible explanation for reversal of fortune than institutional

shocks.

The second presents a formal theory which illustrates the path from material prosperity to political

liberalism through urbanization. Urbanization and liberalization act as substitute inputs to production of

non-elite resistance. Increased urbanization reduces the marginal effect of liberalization as liberalization

becomes increasingly redundant. Urban elites therefore have lower costs to weigh against potential bene-

fits when choosing to liberalize. This seeks to contribute to the literature on democratization, providing a

theoretical basis to Lipset (1959)’s modernization hypothesis.

The third essay extends McBride and Skaperdas (2006)’s tug-of-war model of conflict with arming costs

to arbitrary numbers and structures of conflict states. I explore the model’s accommodation of transitions

from fighting to bargaining depending on state. I also prove some general properties of these models showing

that more balanced opponents will be more likely to bargain under reasonable assumptions.

xiii
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Chapter 1

Learning By Doing Externalities and

Reversal of Fortune

Abstract: Acemoglu et al. (2001) hypothesize that more “extractive” institutions were created by the European

conquering powers in areas that were relatively wealthy at the time of conquest. These institutions were detrimental

to subsequent growth causing a reversal of per capita wealth order. In this essay I develop an alternative explanation

for this reversal using a learning-by-doing externality and test it on European and northern Asian countries which

had been conquered and ruled by a foreign power since 1500. I find that learning-by-doing technical knowledge

accumulation is a more plausible explanation for reversal of fortune than institutional shocks.
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1.1 Introduction

The Age of Exploration no doubt represents the largest magnitude of intercultural mixing to ever occur, in

terms of the number of participants, the amount of cultural interchange and the magnitude of the intercultural

differences. With the possible exception of the expansion of the Roman Empire, it remains the most important

example of the potential dangers and rewards of large scale intercultural contacts. The impact of European

expansionism on the rest of the world is an area of study which will continue to have important implications.

If indeed the result of such large scale intercultural contact is inevitably an exploitative relationship, it is

highly suggestive of the futility of beneficial cross-cultural interventions.

In Acemoglu et al. (2001) a striking observation of a strong negative correlation between 1500 population

density and 1995 per capita income is made. What is most striking is that this measurement, population

density, is highly correlated with urbanization and wealth. This contemporary correlation with wealth led

Acemoglu et al. (2001) to suggest that the pattern occurred due to the exploitation by the colonizing powers

of wealthier areas, operating through “extractive institutions”. Specifically: that “The main reason for the

institutional reversal is that. . . a large population and relative prosperity made extractive institutions more

profitable for the colonizers,” (Acemoglu et al. (2001) p. 2).

In the present paper I seek to contribute to the understanding of the effects of European interference in

these societies. I suggest an alternative explanation for the reversal of wealth ordering observed in Acemoglu

et al. (2001): that accumulation of learning-by-doing externalities, and by extension, human capital, is a more

primary explanation for the Acemoglu et al. (2001) observation of a reversal of relative wealth ordering than

institutional structure. However, the variation between countries in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample by my

explanation is not due to a direct advantage in generation of learning-by-doing externalities, but is due to

a more indirect “advantage” of not having attractive alternatives to the generation of learning-by-doing. By

connecting the attractiveness of the alternative activities to climatic factors that influence the productivity

of agriculture, I am returning to a more geographically based explanation of the pattern of income and

development present in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample of former European colonies.

My use of a climatic variable and learning-by-doing externalities bears strong similarities to Ashraf

and Michalopoulos (2006). In their model they use a similar climatic variable to explain the pattern of

development resulting in the Neolithic revolution. In describing the transition from hunter-gather societies

to agricultural societies, areas with especially hospitable climates in their model never develop agriculture

because they do not make capital investments1 while engaging in hunter-gatherer activities that result in

learning-by-doing2. When possible I adapt their notation in the expression of my model.

By arguing for the explanatory primacy of learning externalities associated with human capital, my view

is similar to that of Glaeser et al. (2004) who argue that institutional development is symptomatic of human

capital accumulation. They also find that Acemoglu et al. (2000) and Acemoglu et al. (2001)’s instruments

for European settlement are much better predictors of the accumulation of human capital than they are

predictors of institutional quality. Glaeser et al. (2004) suggest that lack of human capital accumulation could

have the dual effects of stagnant economic growth as well as causing adoption of bad institutions. They go

on to argue that a dictatorial regime may help advance human capital accumulation and stimulate economic

growth as well as later institutional reforms such as democracy. My approach in the present paper differs

1To give a more concrete explanation: areas with hospitable climates do not drive their inhabitants to a point of desperation
so extreme that they begin experimenting with alternative food sources.

2They also have a demographic component that leads economies in areas too inhospitable to never develop the demographic
critical mass to generate a learning by doing process strong enough to overcome the preliterate intergenerational depreciation
of technical knowledge. This aspect of their theory is less relevant to the present discussion.
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from Glaeser et al. (2004) in that I am examining the Acemoglu et al. (2001) hypothesis that these Europeans

not only settled certain areas in different amounts, but also chose different institutions depending directly

on certain features of the wealthy areas, not simply indirectly through reduced settlement. In addition, I

provide a quasi-geographical model that can explain the reversal of relative wealth ordering, observed by

Acemoglu et al. (2001) through human capital accumulation.

Specifically I wish to address the Acemoglu et al. (2001) criticism of geographical explanations, that “If

geography is the key determinant of income differences across countries, economic performance should be

highly persistent, since geographic factors have not changed much during recent history.” (p. 1). I seek to

explain the reversal as a misalignment of incentives due to a larger demand for capital goods and skill invest-

ment on one sector of the economy, manufacturing, which competes for labor allocation with another sector

that demands a larger proportion of direct physical labor, like agriculture. As in Ashraf and Michalopoulos

(2006) this investment in capital and skill creates learning externalities. Economies that are well endowed

in the agricultural sector (by more hospitable climatic conditions) allocate resources in a way that produces

slower growth than economies with a relatively worse climatic endowment in the agricultural sector, due to

the closer alignment of incentives and social welfare in the worse climate. This is because more labor will

be allocated to the agricultural sector in the better climate, and therefore more labor will be allocated to

low skill activities that do not have a large chance of providing important learning-by-doing technological

advancement.

An economy poorly endowed in the agricultural sector may surpass the productivity of an economy

well endowed in the agricultural sector in some circumstances, given large enough learning externalities,

despite the fact that a more hospitable-climate-endowment economy would be able to achieve a higher level

of productivity in every period if the agents were not selfishly optimizing3. If the sugar farmers of the

Caribbean devoted as much time to textile processing, ship building, arms manufacturing, or any of the

other capital and skill intensive industries of Massachusetts or Connecticut, and as little time to agriculture

as the inhabitants of New England, they could likely have developed as quickly or even more so due to

the fact that they likely would have a much higher return on the same agricultural labor allocation as is

used in New England, and there is no reason to believe that they would have advanced their manufacturing

technology any slower through the learning-by-doing process. However this would require citizens to ignore

the potential immediate profit of setting up their own farm instead of toiling at initially low productivity

manufacturing activities.

This is in the spirit of Barro (1991) who finds empirically that between 1960 and 1985 “[P]oor countries

tend to catch up with rich countries if the poor countries have high human capital per person, but not

otherwise,” suggesting that high skill sectors of the economy may contribute disproportionately to growth.

While Barro (1991) is highly suggestive of the existence and importance of human capital externalities in

long term economic development, there is also a wealth of literature that attempts to directly detect the

existence human capital externalities (Rauch (1993), Moretti (2004a), Moretti (2004b), Jaffe et al. (1993),

Adams and Jaffe (1996), Zucker et al. (1998)). This intuitive interpretation of the two sectors as agriculture

and manufacturing also seems congruent with the thesis of Glaeser et al. (2004). To further exposit the

intuition: when we have these two sectors of agriculture and manufacturing, if agents do not have an option

3In terms of the model outlined in the third section: consider two economies of the type outlined in the premise of proposition
1 in section three. If agents in the economy with larger agricultural endowment simply choose the optimal allocations for the
agents in the economy with smaller endowment than the production of the manufacturing sectors will be equal and the production
of the agricultural sector will be slightly higher in the better endowed economy. In addition, because they are making the same
allocations they each learn the same amount between periods, so the growth will also be equal so long as the better endowed
agents do not optimize.
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to become wealthy cash crop farmers, they must pursue the more personally arduous and costly skill inten-

sive manufacturing, which causes them to occasionally make leaps of technological progress that eventually

improve the welfare of the economy4.

Essentially, I am arguing that the shock of Western invaders in non-Eurasian colonies was not a natural

experiment in institutional design, against the hypothesis of Acemoglu et al. (2001). The European invaders

may have introduced new, better, economic technologies, both agricultural and industrial. Areas with superior

climates that allowed a high concentration of hunter-gathers or agricultural workers are also areas in which

agents will less heavily allocate to the new European industrial manufacturing sector once it is introduced.

In addition, while I am not convinced of the primacy of institutions or policy factors in causing reversal,

my model can accommodate the persistence of growth inhibiting policy choices that is present in the societies

that experienced a negative reversal (i.e. going from relatively wealthy to relatively poor). Acemoglu (2006)

provides an interesting discussion of the emergence of persistent growth inhibiting policy choices. In section

five I illustrate how growth inhibiting policies may persist in my model in a manner that is similar to the

model of Acemoglu (2006). I illustrate some important similarities with Acemoglu (2006) and discuss them

in the context of reversal of fortune. The most important finding is that poor policy choices are a symptom

more than a cause of reversal.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section two briefly reviews relevant literature. Section three

tests the institutional reversal of fortune hypothesis as stated in Acemoglu et al. (2001) that “The main

reason for the institutional reversal is that. . . a large population and relative prosperity made extractive

institutions more profitable for the colonizers,” (p. 2) by examining countries that came under control of

imperial European powers and which were in Europe and Central-North Asia with a similar regression on

1500 population. Section four gives a mathematical description of my theory of reversal of fortune due to

learning externalities. Section five discusses a growth enhancing policy in the context of the model. Here I

replicate some of the persistence of growth inhibiting policy choices present in Acemoglu (2006) and discuss

them in the context of reversal of fortune. I conclude with some summarizing remarks and recommendations

for further research.

1.2 Related Literature

Acemoglu et al. (2001) claims that “European colonialism [i]s a “natural experiment” potentially distinguish-

ing between the geography and institutions hypotheses.,” (pp. 4-5). They go on to argue that the persistence

of physical environmental factors must predict persistence in the relative wealth ordering of these soci-

eties, but that the cultural shock of an invasion could cause a shift. In this respect they are attempting to

support the institutional hypothesis by modifying it to include a cultural shock whereby invaders reversed

institutional quality to facilitate expropriation.

Theoretical models developed by proponents of the institutional hypothesis, including the seminal work

The Rise of the Western World by North and Thomas (1973) and as recently as Acemoglu (1996), focused

on situations where small initial differences can be magnified. North and Thomas (1973) explains how the

4There may be certain similarities between my argument and what Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson call the “Northern
Drift Hypothesis” which Acemoglu ascribes to Sachs. Acemoglu defines this hypothesis by its assertion that “the center of
gravity of economic activity has been gradually shifting to the North, or at least away from the equator.” Acemoglu then takes
issue with what may amount to a particular formulation by Sachs by saying the differences in agricultural technology would have
caused the reversal much faster. My view differs by expanding the scope of technologies under consideration to manufacturing
and industry, but would still imply that the fastest growth may occur in areas initially harsher and less hospitable (such as the
extreme latitutdes).
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differing evolution of political power explained the divergence in economic development in the countries

of Western Europe, specifically the incentive of political entities to steal production. It illustrates four case

studies (Spain, France, the Netherlands, and Britain) with the theme that in the examples of failed economies,

appropriation by politically powerful individuals perverted incentives for producers more so than in their

examples of wealthy economies. In each case a constituency is created by benefiting from a policy. That

constituency then enforces that policy. Sometimes for the better as is the case of merchants in Amsterdam,

sometimes for worse as was the case in their example of the Spanish Mesta. In each case the description of

initial differences becoming magnified is applicable.

in Acemoglu (1996) agents choose between being productive or being a thief. Agents are then matched

in a search model where productive agents of opposite types will gain from trade and thieves will steal

the production of non-thieves. Acemoglu (1996) shows that in this model economies with initially higher

productivity (and therefore lower rent seeking5) will become more productive, and initially lower produc-

tivity economies (implying a larger initial amount of “rent seeking”) will diminish in productivity as more

productive agents switch to thievery. Rent-seeking activity in the economy reduces incentive for productive

economic activity and causes agents to allocate additional resources to rent seeking. This predicts persistent

ordinal wealth across economies, with disparity in initial income magnifying as time passes. This provides

a mathematical description appropriate to the anecdotal historical evidence North and Thomas present in

relation to Spain and the Netherlands6.

However, when looking at data from areas outside of Europe, as Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson do in

their 2001 paper, a reversal in the per capita wealth ordering is observed among their sample of non-European

countries; an empirical observation incongruent with existing institutional theoretical models. Acemoglu

et al. (2001) uses population density as an ingenious surrogate for per capita income in the centuries before

Kuznetsian national income accounting and find7 that “Among countries colonized by European powers

during the past 500 years those that were relatively rich in 1500 are now relatively poor,” (p. 1). They

then hypothesize, based on their premise that the change in wealth ordering can only be explained by the

change in institutional factors after invasion and not unchanging physical environment factors, that upon

conquest Europeans introduced more “extractive” institutions in relatively wealthy areas in order to extract

the wealth, and that initial difference was the cause of the reversal. Neither Acemoglu nor his co-authors

have developed a formal model that explains the process through which an initially rich economy will become

poor through purely institutional factors.

Acemoglu (2006) seems to be the remains of an aborted attempt to obliquely address this lack of theo-

retical basis. It provides a compelling description of how persistence of poor policy choice can occur in places

that experienced reversal of fortune using an intuition that is extraordinarily close to my own, even going

so far as to say “Productivity of [elites and the middle class] differs, for example, because they are engaged

in different economic activities (e.g., agriculture versus manufacturing, old versus new industries, etc.),” (p.

7). While Acemoglu (2006) provides an interesting discussion of how growth retarding policies can come to

5An emphasis of the institutional hypothesis is “rent seeking” activities, i.e. achieving income above what would be possible in
a perfectly competitive environment (exempli gratia: appropriation by the politically powerful of the results of the productive
efforts of others). Acemoglu et al. (2001) cite Engerman and Sokoloff (2000) saying “[L]ike us, they emphasize the long-
run adverse consequences of the “plantation complex” and the associated institutions in Latin America.” In their paper,
Engerman and Sokoloff attempt to connect concentration of wealth with concentration of political power and hypothesize that
the concentration of political power in former colonies allows more “rent seeking” by elites.

6North’s story of the devolution of Spain is that essentially the Hapsburgs stole everything they could get their hands on,
avoiding creditors by declaring bankruptcy several times for example, in order to fund their military exploits across Europe.
Amsterdam became a trade hub for Europe due to its stable and unbiased legal system supported by its resident merchants.

7Page 1 of the version at http://www.nber.org/papers/w8460.
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persist, it does not directly address the issue of reversal of fortune.

One recent criticism of Acemoglu et al. (2001) specifically is Przeworski (2004). Przeworski attempts to

attack Acemoglu et al. (2001) on an empirical basis and seems to fail. The unlabeled figure on Przeworski

(2004) page 11 seems to demonstrate a clear reversal of fortune using his data among the Neo-Europes

(Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the US), Latin American countries, and Caribbean countries. However

he makes a strong substantive criticism on page 15 when he asks “Who was there to ‘block’?” meaning: how

can the initial “institutional shock” of colonial invasion persist through strong subsequent shocks, specifically

raising the question of the wave of democratic revolutions that took place in Latin America during the

Napoleonic Wars. I believe this concern is adequately addressed in my paper since I motivate the reversal

without reference to institutions or policies.

My view is closer to the criticism of Glaeser et al. (2004). They directly addresses the work of Acemoglu,

Johnson and Robinson saying “We show that the instruments used in the literature for institutions are

even more highly correlated with human capital both today and in 1900, and that, in instrumental variable

specifications predicting economic growth, human capital performs better than institutions.” (p. 6) They

go on to criticize the institutional hypothesis more generally in their section four saying “We find evidence

consistent with the example of South Korea, namely that economic growth and human capital accumulation

cause institutional improvement, rather than the other way around.” (p. 6). The present paper can be viewed

as an extension of Glaeser et al. (2004) to provide a theoretical basis for reversal of fortune using human

capital as a primary motivator. In addition, the present paper addresses the coincidence of poor policy choices

and negative reversal in section five.

1.3 Testing Institutions

A potential test for the institutional hypothesis of reversal of fortune is the data from countries of Europe

and Northern Asia which were also subject to conquest by European imperial powers. By the hypothesis of

Acemoglu et al. (2001) these areas should also have been stripped of their wealth by the imperial powers,

leaving a deeper institutional scar in areas that initially had more wealth.

My argument is that the proxy Acemoglu et al. (2001) uses for 1500 per capita wealth, population

density, measured differences in unskilled agricultural productivity in areas that were isolated from the

Northern Eurasia culture. Additionally, in areas that were part of the Northern Eurasian culture, it measured

differences in skilled proto-industrial productivity. According to this view, areas of relatively high agricultural

productivity will have low growth since agents substitute away from the learning externality producing high

skilled manufacturing sector, and initial wealth ordering will reverse. However economies which differ chiefly

on the degree of technical expertise in the economy will maintain their wealth ordering. In this case the

wealthier economies have a more productive manufacturing sector, which causes more allocation to the

high skill and capital intensive manufacturing sector. This in turn causes more learning, and therefore the

maintenance of this technological edge.

I attempt to look for this reversal of per capita wealth ordering in countries excluded from the Acemoglu

et al. (2001) sample. Specifically, in addition to recreating the OLS regression of log contemporary GDP on log

1500 population density for the country data listed in the Appendix Table 2 in Acemoglu et al. (2001), I also

include Eurasian country data from countries that were occupied and ruled by another European8 country

8I exclude Korea which could be the only country colonized by a non-European colonizer since 1500 (1911-1945 by Japan);
however Korea was occupied for less than the minimum amount of time of any “colony” in the Acemoglu sample (Laos 1893-
1949).
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Figure 1.1

for more than sixty years. Examples are Ireland, where Britain exerted control in the early 17th century and

continuing to rule until 1922, or Uzbekistan which was conquered by the Russian Empire in 1876, about

a decade before the colonization of Africa began in earnest. When the 30 Eurasia conquests are included

with colonial possessions the negative correlation between population concentration and contemporary GDP

found by Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) is not observed.

Figure 1 is a replication of the regression of log contemporary GDP against log 1500 population density in

Acemoglu et al. (2001) using my new expanded data set. Data are blue and OLS predicted values are in red.

Under OLS log 1500 population has a coefficient of -0.0395 and a correlation coefficient of 0.0067 (standard

error of 0.0598). I use 2005 Per Capita GNI data from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators and

1500 population data from Acemoglu et al. (2001)’s source: McEvedy and Jones (1978).

If countries are separated into geographic divisions whereby countries with little or no contact with the

cultural exchange that occurred across the northern silk trade route are separated from those which did

have contact, an interesting difference appears. The correlation is again recognizable. In countries isolated

from the northern Eurasian culture that was creating technological advancements such as paper, printing,

and gunpowder, there is a strong negative correlation between 1500 population density and current GDP.

This is a category that includes most of the Acemoglu et al. (2001) dataset, with the possible exceptions of

Northern Africa. In countries that had close contact with the northern silk trade and associated cultures,

the correlation is strongly positive, despite being conquered and ruled by the same type of colonial European

powers (and in the cases of Ireland and the Hapsburg Empire, the exact same European colonial powers)

that Acemoglu et al. (2001) hypothesizes developed “extractive institutions” in densely populated areas.

Figure 2 maps log 2005 Per Capita GDP against log 1500 population density using only the subset of

data from colonies identified in Appendix Table 2 in Acemoglu et al. (2001) , all of which were isolated
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Figure 1.2

from the Northern Eurasian culture in 1500. OLS predicted values are in red. These countries exhibit the

same behavior as described by Acemoglu et al. (2001) with a negative OLS coefficient of -0.3014 on log 1500

population density and a correlation coefficient of 0.4881 (standard error of 0.0501).

Figure 3 maps log 2005 Per Capita GDP against log 1500 population density for the subset of colonies

that were part of the Mongolian Empire or are in Europe. These Northern Eurasian countries exhibit a very

strong correlation in the opposite direction, despite only using data from countries that were conquered by

European imperial states. This seems to contradict the hypothesis of Acemoglu et al. (2001) that a preexisting

population would lead to institutions poorly equipped for economic growth. The OLS coefficient on log 1500

population is 0.7038 with a correlation coefficient of 0.7705 (standard error 0.0768). When I include North

African countries in the Northern Eurasian regression, the OLS coefficient on log 1500 population density

becomes 0.5331 with a correlation coefficient of 0.5069 (standard error of 0.0976).

The data from Northern Eurasia conquests seems to solidly contradict the hypothesis of Acemoglu et al.

(2001) that the main cause of reversal of fortune was that “a large population and relative prosperity made

extractive institutions more profitable for the colonizers,” (p. 2) However, this data is at worst neutral

with regards to the model in this paper, and may be viewed as a confirmation. If, as I suggest above,

1500 population density measured technical advancement in Northern Eurasia and climatic hospitality to

agriculture in areas outside of Northern Eurasia, the model in section four can adequately accommodate

both cases. I discuss this in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 1.3

1.4 The Model

In this section I develop a model that explains reversal of fortune among the countries in the Acemoglu et al.

(2001) sample, but which accommodates the maintenance of wealth ordering in the countries of Northern

Eurasia. I modify the model used in Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006) using similar notation where possible.

1.4.1 Description of the Formal Model

As in Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006) , I use an overlapping-generations economy in which economic

activity extends over infinite discrete time. In every period t the economy produces goods in two sectors

which are then traded on the international market for a homogeneous final good (representing a consumption

bundle)9. Labor is the input in the two possible production technologies: agriculture (denoted as sector g)

and manufacturing (denoted as sector m). Each period labor is allocated by agents between intermediate

activities (e.g., machine-making, investments in building infrastructure, research, etc.) and physical activities

that are associated directly with production (e.g. crop-picking in agriculture, assembly in manufacturing).

The supply of labor is inelastic.

Intermediate activities (e.g., tool creation, structure construction, training etc.) are produced with pure

labor10. These intermediate activities are necessary for production in both sectors and are assumed to fully

depreciate each period. The production of intermediate goods at time t in sector k (where k = g or k = m)

9Countries are small on the international market and international prices are intertemporally constant.
10In Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006) they represent the variable availability of the non-labor inputs to intermediate activities

(i.e. natural resources like minerals and wood) with a production coefficient λ. Since the purpose of this paper is to illustrate the
reversal of fortune, variation in this parameter was clearly not important in the initial distribution of income in the Acemoglu
et al. (2001) sample, and can be captured by varying µ0 in the Northen Eurasian case. For these reasons I do not believe the
exposition suffers by normalizing λ to unity.
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will be:

Bkt = sktL
k
t

Where skt is the proportion of labor in sector k allocated to intermediate goods in time period t and Lkt

is the amount of labor allocated to sector k in time period t.

Physical labor in sector k at time t, is total labor employed in sector k minus that sector’s allocation

to intermediate activities. Therefore the amount of physical labor in time t allocated to sector k will be

(1− skt )Lkt .

Production in the agricultural sector occurs according to a Cobb-Douglas technology on intermediate

activities and physical labor. As in Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006), I represent the degree of climatic

inhospitality to agriculture with variable e which modifies production in the agricultural sector. Following the

notation of Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006) larger e represents more inhospitable climates. The production

of the agricultural sector is:

Y gt = ζtA(1− e)(Bgt )β((1− s)Lgt )γ−β = ζtA(1− e)(sgtL
g
t )
β((1− sgt )L

g
t )
γ−β

Where 0 < β < γ < 1, 0 < e < 1, ζt represents the general effect of technical advancement in the society

and A is a scale parameter representing the overall worldwide productivity of agriculture. A is a coefficient

representing differences in productivity between the agricultural and manufacturing sectors for reasons other

than climate, and will usually be assumed to be constant between economies in discussions in this paper.

In the manufacturing sector production also occurs through a Cobb-Douglas combination of intermediate

activities with direct physical labor:

Y mt = ζtµt(s
m
t L

m
t )α((1− smt )Lmt )γ−α

Where 0 < α < γ < 1, ζt is a reflection of the general effect of advancing technology on both sectors

as defined above, and µt is a representation of the additional benefit of technological progress specific to

manufacturing. The intuition that technological progress disproportionately benefits manufacturing processes

arises from the rapid industrialization of economies that experienced a positive reversal (i.e. countries going

from the poorest to the richest) during the nineteenth century as observed in Acemoglu et al. (2001).

I use two different technical knowledge externalities, ζt and µt to reflect the intuition that different

sectors of the economy are affected differently by technical advancement. While both sectors receive some

improvement in productivity as more technical knowledge is discovered, the manufacturing sector is strictly

better at applying that knowledge, i.e. the effect of technical knowledge is stronger on manufacturing and

industry. In this respect, µt reflects the difference in the effects of technical knowledge on the two sectors,

rather than an absolute accumulation. The total effect on manufacturing is the product of the two (strictly

positive) technical knowledge externalities.

Total production in the economy will be:

Yt = Y gt + Y mt = ζtA(1− e)(sgtL
g
t )
β((1− sgt )L

g
t )
γ−β + ζtµt(s

m
t L

m
t )α((1− smt )Lmt )γ−α

Young agents in time t allocate a labor endowment between the four possible combinations of sectors

and labor types: intermediate agricultural labor, physical agricultural labor, intermediate manufacturing

labor and physical manufacturing labor. Young agents in t will make allocations to Lk and sk optimize their
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consumption after selling their output Yt in the next period for a consumption bundle on the international

market11. Agents are constrained in that

L = Lgt + Lmt

and

skt ∈ [0, 1]

Restated, the problem faced by young agents for a given L is:

max
Lgt ,L

m
t ,s

g
t ,s

m
t

ζtA(1− e)(sgt )β(1− sgt )γ−β(Lgt )
γ + ζtµt(s

m
t )α(1− smt )γ−α(Lmt )γ

such that L = Lgt + Lmt and 0 < Lgt , L
m
t and 0 < sgt , s

m
t < 1.

dYt
dLgt

= ζt(γA(1− e)(sgt )β(1− sgt )γ−β(Lgt )
γ−1 − γµt(smt )α(1− smt )γ−α(L− Lgt )γ−1)

This implies young agents in time period t− 1 optimize their allocations to Lgt , L
m
t , s

g
t , and smt at:

Lgt = L

(
(µt(s

m
t )α(1− smt )γ−α)

1
γ−1

(A(1− e)(sgt )β(1− sgt )γ−β)
1

γ−1 + (µt(smt )α(1− smt )γ−α)
1

γ−1

)

sgt =
β

γ

smt =
α

γ

Central to the principle argument of this paper is the assumption that the manufacturing sector demands

a greater proportion of labor allocated to intermediate activities then agriculture. This larger investment in

intermediate activities causes more learning. To motivate greater investment in intermediate goods in the

manufacturing sector I assume β < α.

The characteristics of our optimal allocation of L in the above equations imply that a more inhospitable

environment, represented by a larger e, will reduce allocations to the agricultural sector and increase alloca-

tions to the manufacturing sector12. Also, a larger µt implies a smaller allocation of labor to the agricultural

sector and a larger allocation to the manufacturing sector.

1.4.2 Dynamics and Reversal

In this subsection I describe the evolution of the technical knowledge externalities, ζt and µt. I then use

these technical knowledge externalities to exposit a process by which economies may experience a “Reversal

of Fortune,” i.e. an inversion of their wealth ordering, in some cases.

The allocation of labor to intermediate goods in period t will be:

Bt = Bgt +Bmt = sgtL
g
t + smt (L− Lgt ) =

αL− (α− β)Lgt
γ

,∀t

11Prices on the international market are normalized to one. Again, the economy is small on the international market, so
prices are constant.

12Note, γ − 1 < 0.
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We see that as the allocation to Lgt increases, there is lower investment in intermediate goods because α > β.

From the optimal allocation of labor, we see that greater allocation will be made to producing intermediate

goods as the inhospitality of the climate, measured by e, increases. The intuition is that agents will be less

inclined to pursue agricultural opportunities in economies where the climate is less favorable, and work

at manufacturing in increasing proportions. Since production in manufacturing requires a relatively larger

amount of intermediate goods in its performance relative to production in agriculture, allocations of labor

to the production of intermediate goods will be relatively higher in such economies. The presence of a harsh-

climate-induced investment in intermediate goods increases the amount of learning-generating, high-skill

activities in the economy.

The empirical basis for the intuition that larger allocations to high skill activity increases the future

amount of technical knowledge is the body of literature surrounding human capital externalities (Rauch

(1993), Moretti (2004a), Moretti (2004b), Glaeser et al. (1995), Adams and Jaffe (1996), Jaffe et al. (1993),

Zucker et al. (1998)). Intuitively, the evolution of these technical knowledge externalities represents an

intergenerational transmission and compilation of previous knowledge and techniques.

Following this description, the evolution of our technical knowledge externality ζt can be expressed:

ζt = z(sgt−1L
g
t−1 + smt−1L

m
t−1, ζt−1)

Such that

ζt−1 <= z(sgt−1L
g
t−1 + smt−1L

m
t−1, ζt−1)

and

dz

dζt−1
> 0

and

dz

d(sgt−1L
g
t−1 + smt−1L

m
t−1)

> 0

These conditions ensure that this knowledge externality behaves intuitively. Most important is the prop-

erty that an economy P with more technical knowledge and higher allocation to intermediate activities than

economy Q will continue to maintain that advantage in technical knowledge if economy P continues to invest

a larger amount in intermediate activities then economy Q13.

The evolution of the technical knowledge externality that applies specifically to manufacturing, µt, is:

µt(s
g
t−1L

g
t−1 + smt−1L

m
t−1, µt−1) = µt−1C

(
s
g
t−1

L
g
t−1

+smt−1L
m
t−1

L

)

Where C is a constant such that C > 1

A specification of the functional form is necessary for µt because it enters agent’s choice function. This

specification, which allows exponential growth in the proportion of labor allocated to intermediate goods,

gives us the same first order conditions as for ζt, so the same intuitive natural behavior is observed. Specifi-

cally, if a country is more technically advanced and also spends more time doing high skill things, then their

µt will grow faster. In addition, because the evolution of µt is based only on the choices in a previous time

13I formally prove this statement in a corollary to Lemma 1.
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period and the value of µt in that previous time period, young agents will be able to observe these choices

and parameters and thus allocate with perfect foreknowledge.

As in Ashraf and Michalopoulos (2006), these knowledge externalities are inherited from previous gen-

erations. The present generation’s allocations only influence the evolution of these externalities for future

agents. As the climate improves, the alternative to high skill activities becomes more productive and agents

will allocate away from high skill learning-by-doing activities, slowing the growth of technical knowledge.

Lemma 1: Ceteris paribus eP ≤ eQ and µ0,P ≤ µ0,Q implies:

sgt−1,PL
g
t−1,P + smt−1,PL

m
t−1,P

LP
≤
sgt−1,QL

g
t−1,Q + smt−1,QL

m
t−1,Q

LQ

Proof : Substituting into the optimal choice of Lgt we see:

Lgt,P
LP

=

(
µt,P

(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α) 1
γ−1

(
A(1− eP )

(
β
γ

)β (
1− β

γ

)γ−β) 1
γ−1

+

(
µt,P

(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α) 1
γ−1

≥
Lgt,Q
LQ

=

(
µt,Q

(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α) 1
γ−1

(
A(1− eQ)

(
β
γ

)β (
1− β

γ

)γ−β) 1
γ−1

+

(
µt,Q

(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α) 1
γ−1

This, together with the fact that sgt < smt implies the result. QED.

Lemma 1 simply states that economies with better weather (smaller e) or worse technology (smaller

µt) will allocate more labor to their agricultural sectors. In the case of better climate, the result is very

intuitively direct. In the case of weaker technology, the manufacturing sector is not as attractive for agents

and therefore more will allocate their labor to manufacturing’s alternative: agriculture.

The two important corollaries mentioned above are:

Corollary 1: Ceteris paribus eP ≤ eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q implies

µt+1,P = µt,PC

(
s
g
t,P

L
g
t,P

+smt,P L
m
t,P

LP

)
≤ µt,QC

(
s
g
t,Q

L
g
t,Q

+smt,QL
m
t,Q

LQ

)
= µt+1,Q

Corollary 2: If ζt,P ≤ ζt,Q for some time period t and eP ≤ eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q, Lemma 1 and our conditions

on ζt imply this inequality ζt+1,P ≤ ζt+1,P .

Proof : Follows from application of the description of the evolution of ζt and µt. For details see appendix.
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We are now prepared to discuss reversal of fortune. A good approximate description of the countries

in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample within the nomenclature of this model would be to say that areas

relatively highly populated and prosperous initially were areas that benefited from a hospitable climate and

that all areas were equally technically advanced at the arrival of Europeans. Specifically, we could say that

areas in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample varied initially only on the parameter e, and all other parameters

were equal.

Proposition 1: If the parameters L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then economies

with larger initial income will eventually fall behind economies with smaller initial income.

Proof : see appendix.

Proposition 1 states that we will observe a reversal of fortune among countries that match the description

of countries in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample. That is to say, a set of economies which only vary along

their environmental parameter in some time period will eventually reverse that relative wealth ordering. This

is because the only way these economies can be relatively wealthy is by having a more favorable climate.

However, this favorable climate induces agents to allocate more labor to agriculture. Because agriculture

does not demand technical skill as intensely as manufacturing, this increased agricultural allocation in these

economies results in less learning-by-doing. Corollary 2 describes the reasons this smaller allocation persists:

that economies with a less technically advanced manufacturing will not want to allocate as much to that

sector, and even less if the alternative is also relatively more attractive. So the learning will continue to be

slower, and the technology less advanced. Eventually the growth of the manufacturing sector magnifies this

difference in technological knowledge to a point where it compensates for the difference in the hospitality of

the climate.

Similarly, a good approximate description of the countries of Northern Eurasia within the model’s setting

would be that the areas relatively wealthy in 1500 were areas with more advanced technology, and that

agricultural endowments were equal across economies. While equality of agricultural endowments across

economies may seem like a strong assumption, it is made for simplicity. However, it seems that in all cases

within Northern Eurasia in our sample, areas with greater population density in 1500 are also areas with

poorer climates (consider the examples of the Caucasian and the Baltic countries), so the effects of agriculture

would probably strengthen the applicability of Lemma 1 and its corollaries in these cases.

Proposition 2: If the parameters L, ζ0, e, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then economies

will maintain their wealth ordering.

Proof : see appendix.

Proposition 2 states that economies under conditions which match the description of Northern Eurasian

countries will not experience a reversal of fortune. The proof follows from a very straightforward application
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of the corollaries to Lemma 1. Initially wealthier economies can only be wealthier because they have more

advanced technology. Accordingly, they will maintain that edge by allocating more heavily to their more

attractive manufacturing sectors, resulting in more learning-by-doing and therefore faster growth of technical

knowledge. Because their manufacturing sector will remain superior in technical sophistication and climatic

agricultural endowments are equal, any initially wealthier economy would be wealthier than any initially

poorer economy even if they both made the optimum allocations for the poorer country. The more advanced

technology in the initially more wealthy country would make the production there higher. Optimization by

individuals in the wealthy country would only increase the country’s advantage.

In all cases, the growth of the economy is determined by learning. Economies that have either less

rewarding alternatives to learning or additional incentive to learn will grow faster.

1.5 Policy Choices and Reversal

In this section I examine the connection of this model of reversal of fortune to the persistence of growth

inhibiting policy choices in some places. In addition I shed light on the ambiguous potential effects of

institutions. I develop a theoretical basis for the potential positive effects of dictatorship discussed in Glaeser

et al. (2004), which found:

With respect to policy, our results do not support the view that, from the perspective of security

of property and economic development, democratization and constraints on government must

come first. In many poor countries, such security came from policy choices made by dictators.

(p. 27)

Another recent paper which suggests that dictatorship may have growth enhancing effects is Giavazzi and

Tabellini (2004), finding that “Countries that first liberalize [i.e. open their economies to international trade]

and then become democracies do much better than countries that pursue the opposite sequence.” (p. 3) This

finding is highly suggestive of the positive effects a dictatorship can have while guiding the development of

an economy during a period of transition.

In subsection 5.1 I describe a growth enhancing policy within the framework of the model developed

thus far. In 5.2 I make a slight modification of the model to more closely match some of the characteristics

of the theory presented in Acemoglu (2006). Specifically I attempt to replicate the cases where his “elite”

class attempt to manipulate factor prices or artificially maintain power by implementing inefficient policies.

I briefly discuss the policy described in 5.1 and examine the possible relative preferences of autocracies

and democracies in this modified model. I then discuss these policy preferences and how they interact with

Reversal of Fortune. The main finding is that in all cases the effect of institutions is ambiguous; however

conditions which lead to low technical knowledge accumulation and reversal of fortune in some instances are

also the conditions that allow growth inhibiting policies to persist in all institutional frameworks.

To simplify notation somewhat let

F = A(1− e)
(
β

γ

)(
1− β

γ

)γ−β

I = µ

(
α

γ

)(
1− α

γ

)γ−α
In simplified notation:
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Y gt = ζtF (Lgt )
γ

Y mt = ζtI(Lgt )
γ

Lgt = L

(
I

1
γ−1

F
1

γ−1 + I
1

γ−1

)

1.5.1 A Description of a Growth Enhancing Policy

Suppose we introduce a policy which modifies production by increasing the productivity of manufacturing

and decreasing the productivity of agriculture. Specifically, the policy will apply a coefficient Φ < 1 on

production in the agricultural sector and Ψ > 1 on production in the manufacturing sector. I label this

policy a “growth enhancing policy”.

In simplified form under the policy:

Y gt,GEP = ζtΦF (Lgt,GEP )γ

Y mt,GEP = ζtΨI(Lgt,GEP )γ

These imply marginal productivity will be equal when

Lgt,GEP = L

(
(ΨI)

1
γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)
We can see from the equation for optimal allocation to production of intermediate goods and the fact

Lgt,GEP = L

(
(ΨI)

1
γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)
< L

(
I

1
γ−1

F
1

γ−1 + I
1

γ−1

)
= Lgt

that this policy will increase the size of investment in intermediate activities. µt+1 increases with the size of

investment in intermediate activities in µt and e remains unchanged. Therefore, if we take policy decisions

in all periods other than t as given, we can apply induction on corollaries 1 and 2 to show income will be

higher in all periods subsequent to t if an economy chooses to enforce this policy in period t.

Proposition 3: Taking policy decisions in all other periods as given, an economy which enforces the policy

in time t will increase income in all subsequent periods.

Proof : In above text.

This is an important aspect of the policy: even if this policy does not improve present income because the

costs on agriculture are larger than the present benefit to manufacturing, it will cause additional learning.

This additional contribution to the stock of technical knowledge permanently enhances future income.
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However, proposition 3 takes policy in other periods as given. It may be the case that a country continu-

ously operating under the policy is always hurt by its costs more than it is helped by the increase in income;

and the “growth enhancing” nature of the policy implied in proposition 3 relies on economies eventually

canceling the policy. To guard against this and fulfill a more natural definition of “growth enhancing” I will

show that an economy operating continuously under the policy will eventually achieve a higher income than

if it had never enacted the policy. Doing so will require a fairly straightforward application of propositions

1 and 2.

Proposition 4: If an economy enacts a growth enhancing policy with 0 < Φ < 1 and Ψ > 1 in time t and

continues to enforce the policy, then in period t̂ this economy will have a higher income in t̂ than if the policy

had not been adopted at all.

Proof : Consider an economy Q such that parameters L, ζt, µt, A, γ, α, and β are equal to their counterparts

in an economy P , and

(1− eQ) = Φ(1− eP ) =⇒ eQ = eP + (1− Φ)(1− eP ) > eP

Proposition 1 tells us that there exists t̂ such that Yt̂,P < Yt̂,Q. Now consider an economy R such that

parameters L, ζt, e, A, γ, α, and β are equal to their counterparts in an economy Q and Ψµt̂,Q = µt̂,R. By

proposition 2 we know Yt,Q < Yt,R for all t ≥ t̂ and transitively Yt,P < Yt,R. QED.

Proposition 4 establishes that this policy could be given a normative label of “good”; i.e. it is a good choice

for economies to enact this policy because it will eventually result in higher income for an economy which

enforces it. In addition, proposition 3 tells us that earlier adoption of the policy will only further increase the

future income of the economy. However, the policy reduces agricultural productivity and therefore may reduce

income temporarily, before additional technical knowledge can compensate for the reduction in agricultural

income. In the next section I use the model to illustrate cases where agents may oppose the adoption of this

good policy, i.e. make “bad” policy choices.

1.5.2 Policy Choices

I will now introduce a modification of the model described in section 4 in order to match the class divisions

in the theory of Acemoglu (2006). In this section I seek to illustrate that while areas subject to a negative

reversal (i.e. going from relatively wealthy in 1500 to relatively poor contemporarily) will also be especially

prone to the same type of poor policy choices made in Acemoglu (2006), the ultimate cause of reversal are

the climatic endowments and not the poor policy choices.

Acemoglu (2006) finds

[T]he group in power may want to tax middle class producers in order to reduce the prices of

the factors they use in production. This inefficiency arises because the elite and middle class

producers compete for factors (here labor). By taxing middle class producers, the elite ensure

lower factor prices and thus higher profits for themselves. (p. 3)

In addition, another source of persistent poor policy choices may be that

[T]o the extent that the political power of the middle class depends on their economic resources,

greater middle class profits reduce the elite’s political power and endanger their future rents. The
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elite will then want to tax the middle class in order to impoverish them and consolidate their

political power.” (ibid p. 3)

I illustrate the ambiguous effects of political institutions by discussing the model in the context of a policy

choice in a country consisting of agents with heterogeneous preferences. A majority of agents are “laborers”.

These laborers allocate the economy’s labor endowment between two firms; one firm which constitutes the

entire agricultural sector and another firm which constitutes the manufacturing sector as defined in section

4. Two new types of agents own shares in these firms: agricultural elites own shares in the agricultural farm

and manufacturing elite own shares in the industrial manufacturing firm.

The problem faced by agricultural elites is: maxLgt Y
g
t − w

g
tL

g
t which implies

dY gt
dLgt

= wgt . Similarly for

manufacturing elites, they wish to maxLmt Y
m
t − wmt Lmt implying

dYmt
dLmt

= wmt .

The labor market is assumed to be perfectly competitive. Therefore the marginal productivity of two

sectors will be equal in equilibrium. That is:

dY gt
dLgt

=
dY mt
dLmt

= wgt = wmt

This implies we arrive at the same labor allocations as in previous sections, particularly:

Lgt = L

(
I

1
γ−1

F
1

γ−1 + I
1

γ−1

)
The previous discussion on the behavior of the model will therefore be equally applicable to this modifi-

cation, specifically propositions 1 through 4 as well as lemma 1 and its corollaries.

Democracy

Under a democracy the preferences of the laborers will be decisive due to the fact that a majority of agents

are laborers. These agents only prefer to enact a policy if it increases wages. Under a growth enhancing

policy of the type discussed in subsection 5.1 the wage rate will be

wt,GEP = ζtγΦF

(
L

(ΨI)
1

γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)γ−1

= ζtγΨI

(
L

(ΦF )
1

γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)γ−1

Proposition 5 describes a condition under which these laborers will increase their wages and thus prefer

the policy.

Proposition 5: For a policy which attaches coefficients to production with net result Φ < 1 in the agricultural

sector and Ψ > 1 in the manufacturing sector then

µt > A(1− e)

(
β
γ

)β (
1− β

γ

)γ−β
(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α
(

1− Φ
1

1−γ

Ψ
1

1−γ − 1

)1−γ

is a necessary and sufficient condition for young age laborers to prefer enacting the policy in t.

Proof : See appendix.
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For ease of notation let J be a constant such that

J =

(
β
γ

)β (
1− β

γ

)γ−β
(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α
(

1− Φ
1

1−γ

Ψ
1

1−γ − 1

)1−γ

Note that 1−Φ
1

1−γ

Ψ
1

1−γ −1
> 0. Therefore J > 0.

Corollary 3: If the parameters L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then country P

initially wealthier than country Q implies if laborers in country P prefer to adopt the policy in period t̂,

laborers in Q will prefer to adopt the policy in period t̂.

Proof : Y0,P > Y0,Q =⇒ eP < eQ. The fact µ0 is constant across economies allows us to apply induction

on corollary 1 to show µt,P ≤ µt,Q, ∀t ≥ 0. Therefore in period t̂, A(1− eQ)J < A(1− eP )J < µt̂,P ≤ µt̂,Q.

QED.

Corollary 4: If the parameters L, ζ0, e, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then country Q

initially wealthier than country P implies if laborers in country P prefer to adopt the policy in period t̂,

laborers in Q will prefer to adopt the policy in period t̂.

Proof : Y0,P < Y0,Q =⇒ µ0,P < µ0,Q. The fact e is constant across economies allows us to apply induction

on corollary 1 to show µt,P < µt,Q, ∀t > 0. Therefore in t̂, A(1− eQ)J < A(1− eP )J < µt̂,P < µt̂,Q. QED.

Proposition 5 gives us the decision rule for democracies to adopt the policy. Specifically, proposition 5

indicates that larger stocks of technical knowledge increase the importance of the manufacturing sector to

a point that the lower labor demand resulting from a reduction in agricultural production under the policy

is made up for by the increase in labor demand from a more productive manufacturing sector under the

policy. This is a natural result of the design of this policy: i.e. it hurts agricultural production and helps

manufacturing. As manufacturing is relatively more important, this policy is more favorable.

Corollaries 3 and 4 link this policy choice to section 4, which discussed reversal of fortune. Corollary 3

points out that in a scenario that intuitively matches the situation of the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample14,

countries which were initially wealthy will also be the last countries to adopt this policy. Similarly,

corollary 4 illustrates that countries which were are in a scenario intuitively matching the Northern Eurasia

case and were initially wealthy will also be among the first to adopt the policy. This produces a suggestive

coincidence of poor policy choices and reversal of fortune in situations similar to that of the overseas European

colonies in Acemoglu et al. (2001)’s sample, and a coincidence of similar poor policy choices in the slow

growing countries of Europe and central Asia. This coincidence of poor policy choices between the intensely

14 i.e. countries isolated from medieval Northern Eurasian trade.
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studied countries of Europe (specifically) and less well known areas overseas presents a tempting basis for

suggesting a common cause of poverty.

However, this model suggests that the cause of reversal of fortune in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample

is also the cause of poor policy choices in initially wealthy areas, making poor policy choices more of a

result of reversal of fortune than a cause. Laborers in areas that would have been moving from relative

wealth to relative poverty will also have a larger preference for poor policies. To the extent that democracy

represents the preferences of these laborers, poor policy choices will be made persistently, up until the growth

of technical knowledge eventually satisfies the decision rule.

Autocracy

Now I seek to illustrate the potentially ambiguous effects of autocracy by describing policy choices in an

autocracy that can potentially have both agricultural and manufacturing elites in the position of autocrat. I

will show that if an autocrat has the same policy preferences as agricultural elite agents, policies of the same

type as the growth enhancing policy will never be enacted; however, under manufacturing-elite-preference

autocrats, policies similar to the growth enhancing policy illustrated will always be implemented.

In the case of an agricultural autocrat, their poor policy choices are very similar to the actions of “elites”

in Acemoglu (2006). However, I believe that limiting the identity of autocrats to agricultural interests may be

too much of a constriction on the effects of autocracy. If we allow for autocrats that have preferences similar

to the industrial manufacturing elite of the society, policies which will encourage additional manufacturing

activity (both by increasing manufacturing productivity and by manipulating the price of labor) will be

enacted by these autocrats. These industrial autocrats accelerate growth by the increased learn-by-doing

that occurs under their manufacturing favoring policies. This can be stated as the following:

Proposition 6: Autocrats with the same preferences as the agricultural elite will never enact a policy of

the same type as the growth enhancing policy, modifying agricultural productivity with a coefficient Φ such

that 0 < Φ < 1 and coefficient Ψ > 1 on manufacturing productivity.

Proof : The Income of agricultural elites is Y Gt = Y gt − wtL
g
t . Consider a policy GEP g in which Φ = 1 and

Ψ > 1. The income of agricultural elites will fall because the wage rate under the policy is larger, i.e.:

wt,GEP g = ζtγF

(
(ΨI)

1
γ−1

(F )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)γ−1

> ζtγF

(
(I)

1
γ−1

(F )
1

γ−1 + (I)
1

γ−1

)γ−1

= wt

while the productivity of agriculture remains unchanged by policy GEP g. Moving from policy GEP g to

GEP will only decrease the productivity of agriculture, and therefore the income of agricultural elites. QED.

Proposition 7: Autocrats with the same preferences as the manufacturing elite will always enact a policy

of the same type as the growth enhancing policy, modifying agricultural productivity with a coefficient Φ

such that 0 < Φ < 1 and coefficient Ψ > 1 on manufacturing productivity.

Proof :The Income of manufacturing elites is YMt = Y mt −wtLmt . Consider a policy GEPm in which Ψ = 1

and 0 < Phi < 1. The income of manufacturing elites will rise because the wage rate under the policy is

smaller, i.e.:
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wt,GEPm = ζtγI

(
(ΦF )

1
γ−1

(I)
1

γ−1 + (ΦF )
1

γ−1

)γ−1

< ζtγI

(
(F )

1
γ−1

(I)
1

γ−1 + (F )
1

γ−1

)γ−1

= wt

while the productivity of manufacturing remains unchanged by policy GEPm. Moving from policy GEPm

to GEP will only increase the productivity of manufacturing under present actor choices, increasing the

profits of manufacturing elites. Any adjustment through additional hiring by the manufacturing sector must

further increase the manufacturing sector’s profits, and therefore the income of manufacturing elites. QED.

The policies GEP g and GEPm are both very similar to the factor price manipulation discussed in

subsection 3.2 of Acemoglu (2006) (pp. 13-14). In the case of agricultural elites, GEP g will increase the

price of labor without otherwise benefiting these rural elites and the policy will not be enacted, despite

the fact that such a policy would both increase current productivity and, by application of proposition 3,

will also increase all future productivity. Similarly, despite the fact that a policy of the type GEPm will

always reduce current productivity, it also reduces the wage rate without otherwise negatively impacting

the manufacturing sector and therefore industrial manufacturing elites will always enact such a policy if it

is available. Additionally, we can see that another application of proposition 3 tells us that this policy will

always increase future income.

This illustrates the ambiguity of the effect of autocracy. While in both Acemoglu (2006) and in my case of

an agricultural autocrat, democracy could provide a mechanism to halt poor policy choices if the condition

in proposition 5 holds. Democracy only conditionally improves policy choices. If the condition in proposition

5 does not hold, democracy will in fact make poor policy choices when an industrial manufacturing autocrat

would not. In this way autocracy may improve policy.

To add a final element to the model which more completely illustrates the non-causal coincidence of poor

policy choices with reversal of fortune, we may suppose that the identity of an autocrat in any particular

period is dependent on the relative productivity of the agricultural sector and manufacturing sector in that

period. Specifically, suppose that the probability of an agricultural autocrat is:

πGt =
λ(1− e)

λ(1− e) + µt

where λ is a constant. Therefore the probability of an industrial manufacturing autocrat is πMt = µt
λ(1−e)+µt .

We may now state the important results regarding autocracy:

Proposition 8: If the parameters L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies and P was initially

wealthier than Q, then for any t̂ > 0 autocracies in country Q will more probably choose to enact a policy

of the growth enhancing type illustrated in section 5.1 than autocracies in country P .

Proof : Proposition 6 tells us that agricultural elites will never adopt this policy while proposition 7 tells

us that industrial manufacturing elites will always adopt such a policy. Therefore, the probability that a

particular autocracy will adopt the policy is equal to the probability of having an industrial manufacturing

autocrat. L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β equal in autocracies P and Q and Y0,P > Y0,Q implies (1−eQ) < (1−eP ).
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Induction on corollary 1 indicates µt,Q > µt,P , ∀t > 0. Therefore in period t̂ we know

πM
t̂,P

=
µt̂,P

λ(1− eP ) + µt̂,P
<

µt̂,Q
λ(1− eQ) + µt̂,Q

= πM
t̂,Q

QED.

Proposition 9:If the parameters L, ζ0, e, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies and Q was initially

wealthier than P , then for any T* autocracies in country Q will more probably choose to enact a policy of

the growth enhancing type illustrated in section 5.1 than autocracies in country P .

Proof :Proposition 6 tells us that agricultural elites will never adopt this policy while proposition 7 tells

us that industrial manufacturing elites will always adopt such a policy. Therefore, the probability that a

particular autocracy will adopt the policy is equal to the probability of having an industrial manufacturing

autocrat. L, ζ0, e, A, γ, α, and β equal in autocracies P and Q and Y0,P < Y0,Q implies µ0,P < µ0,Q.

Induction on corollary 1 indicates µt,Q > µt,P , ∀t > 0. Therefore in period t̂ we know

πM
t̂,P

=
µt̂,P

λ(1− e) + µt̂,P
<

µt̂,Q
λ(1− e) + µt̂,Q

= πM
t̂,Q

QED.

These results indicate that while autocracy has ambiguous effect generally, among countries that were

relatively wealthy initially outside Northern Eurasia, and poor countries within Northern Eurasia autocracies

will make poor policy choices more often than in the initially poorer overseas colonies and wealthier Northern

Eurasian countries. However, just as in the case of democracy, these places outside Northern Eurasia in the

Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample which will experience poor policy choices more often are also the same

countries doomed to a negative reversal of fortune by their climatic endowments. Again, poor policy choices

are more of a symptom of reversal of fortune than they are a cause. In addition, we can note that countries

which will be more likely to have growth slowing autocrats are also the countries in which the laborers are

less prone to favor good policies. Depending on the status of the decision rule and the value of parameter λ,

an autocracy could have a higher probability of enacting growth enhancing policies than a democracy.

1.6 Conclusion

The model developed in this paper produces a reversal of wealth ordering in situations that intuitively

match the situation of countries in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) data set using only geographic endowments

and learning-by-doing externalities. This model shows how essentially geographic characteristics of economies

in the Acemoglu et al. (2001) sample can in fact cause a reversal of fortune despite the unchanging nature of

geographic factors. This model also can accommodate a suggestive pattern of persistent poor policy choices,

but demonstrates that they are a symptom of reversal of fortune more then a cause. In addition, the fact

that empirically there was no reversal of wealth ordering in the Eurasian sample casts serious doubt on the

conjecture that more extractive institutions developed in areas that were richer during conquest.

A novel interpretation of this paper is that in situations where large positive externalities result from

some action, giving agents rewarding alternatives to that externality producing activity will possibly result in

lower income. A less than obvious example of the application of this model may be the cessation of domestic
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agricultural subsidies by developed countries. Many15 believe these subsidies hurt developing economies by

reducing demand for agricultural production in developing countries. However the opposite may in fact be the

case through the mechanism outlined in this paper. By depressing the profitability of agricultural activities

through subsidized sale of agricultural production, wealthy countries may discourage low skill agricultural

work and implicitly encourage skill intensive industrial activity. While the present paper may offer interesting

conjecture on this subject, obviously a more thorough empirical confirmation would be necessary in order to

form a basis for policy decisions

Another important implication is that a retardation of growth similar to the one present in the “Reversal

of Fortune” data sample of Acemoglu et al. (2001) may be independent of wealth or power distribution.

However, either sector of the model (agriculture or manufacturing) may have properties that cause or retard

concentrations of wealth and power which could cause a correlation of reversal behavior with such inequality.

The next chapter is an investigation of the association of agricultural production and authoritarian

institutions. Work to date has yet to suggest any theoretical reasons that agricultural elites are more likely

to rule authoritarian regimes, although this seems to be an empirical regularity. The next chapter explores

the association between spatial geographic population dispersal and the form of government in a society.

1.7 Mathematical Appendix

Lemma 1: Ceteris paribus eP < eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q implies

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
≥
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP

Proof : The optimal allocation of Lgt together with eP < eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q

Lgt,P
L

=
(µt,P (smt )α(1− smt )γ−α)

1
γ−1

(A(1− eP )(smt )β(1− smt )γ−β)
1

γ−1 + (µt,P (smt )α(1− smt )γ−α)
1

γ−1

≥ (µt,Q(smt )α(1− smt )γ−α)
1

γ−1

(A(1− eQ)(smt )β(1− smt )γ−β)
1

γ−1 + (µt,Q(smt )α(1− smt )γ−α)
1

γ−1

=
Lgt,Q
L

Note 1
γ−1 < 0. the above, α > β, and γ > 0 implies

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
−
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP
=

(
Lgt,Q
LQ
−
Lgt,P
LP

)
β

γ
+

(
Lmt,Q
LQ
−
Lmt,P
LP

)
α

γ

=

(
Lgt,Q
LQ
−
Lgt,P
LP

)
β

γ
+

((
1−

Lgt,Q
LQ

)
−

(
1−

Lgt,P
LP

))
α

γ
=

(
Lgt,P
LP
−
Lgt,Q
LQ

)
α− β
γ

is a positive amount. QED

Corollary 1: Ceteris paribus eP ≤ eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q implies

15For example, an August 18, 2003 editorial in The Guardian “[Agricultural subsidies] ha[ve] grown into an institutionalised
nightmare preventing developing countries from fulfilling their potential in one of the few areas where they enjoy a natural
advantage - agriculture.”
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µt+1,P = µt,PC
s
g
t L
g
t,P

+smt L
m
t,P

LP ≤ µt,QC
s
g
t L
g
t,Q

+smt L
m
t,Q

LQ = µt+1,Q

Proof : We know by Lemma 1:

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
≥
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP

Therefore

C
s
g
t L
g
t,P

+smt L
m
t,P

LP ≤ C
s
g
t L
g
t,Q

+smt L
m
t,Q

LQ

This together with the condition µt,P ≤ µt,Q implies the result. QED.

Corollary 2: If ζt,P ≤ ζt,Q for some time period t and eP ≤ eQ and µt,P ≤ µt,Q then ζt+1,P ≤ ζt+1,Q.

Proof : By Lemma 1 we know:

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
≥
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP

Because the first derivative of z() with respect to the first term is positive,

z(
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP
, ζt,P ) < z(

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
, ζt,P )

And because the first derivative of z() with respect to the second term is positive,

z(
sgtL

g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
, ζt,P ) < z(

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
, ζt,Q)

Therefore:

ζt+1,P = z(
sgtL

g
t,P + smt L

m
t,P

LP
, ζt,P ) < z(

sgtL
g
t,Q + smt L

m
t,Q

LQ
, ζt,Q) = ζt+1,Q

QED.

Propoition 1:If the parameters L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then economies

with larger initial income will eventually fall behind economies with smaller initial income.

Proof : For countries P and Q such that in time period 0 Y0,P > Y0,Q, this implies eP < eQ. By definition of

the evolution of µt we know µt is monotonically increasing in t. This implies Lgt is monotonically decreasing

in t and therefore
Yt,P−Yt,Q

ζt
< A(eq − ep)Lgo,P ∀t ≥ 0

Consider:

t̂ = dlogC

 A(eQ − eP )Lg0,P

(µ1,Q − µ1,P )µ0,PLm0,P (
sg0,PL

g
0,P+sm0,PL

m
0,P

LP
)

e
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In this period investment in intermediate goods at the 0 periodrate of economy P for all previous periods

except period 1] would have grown the manufacturing sector of the economy to a point that the period 1

difference in the growth of µt,Q multiplied by the current size of the manufacturing sector will be larger than

the period 0 difference between Y0,P and Y0,Q. QED.

Propoition 2: If the parameters L, ζ0, µ0, A, γ, α, and β are constant across economies, then economies

with larger initial income will maintain their wealth ordering.

Proof : Y0,P < Y0,Q =⇒ µ0,P < µ0,Q. By corollaries 1 and 2 this implies Yt,P < Yt,Q, ∀t ≥ 0. QED.

Proposition 5: For a policy which attaches coefficients to production with net result Φ < 1 in the agricultural

sector and Ψ > 1 in the manufacturing sector then

µt > A(1− e)

(
β
γ

)β (
1− β

γ

)γ−β
(
α
γ

)α (
1− α

γ

)γ−α
(

1− Φ
1

1−γ

Ψ
1

1−γ − 1

)1−γ

is a necessary and sufficient condition for young age laborers to prefer enacting the policy in t.

Proof : Recall

F = A(1− e)
(
β

γ

)(
1− β

γ

)γ−β

It = µt

(
α

γ

)(
1− α

γ

)γ−α
This implies our decision inequality may be rewritten as

It > F

(
1− Φ

1
1−γ

Ψ
1

1−γ − 1

)1−γ

We know workers want a larger wage, and in the simplified notation this implies they will adopt the

policy if:

wt,GEP = γΦF
(
Lgt,GEP

)γ−1

> γF (Lgt )
γ−1

= wt

Substituting Lgt = L

(
I

1
γ−1

F
1

γ−1 +I
1

γ−1

)
and Lgt,GEP = L

(
(ΨI)

1
γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 +(ΨI)
1

γ−1

)
yields

γΦF

(
L

(
(ΨI)

1
γ−1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

))γ−1

> γF

(
L

(
I

1
γ−1

F
1

γ−1 + I
1

γ−1

))γ−1

=⇒ ΦΨ

(
1

(ΦF )
1

γ−1 + (ΨI)
1

γ−1

)γ−1

>

(
1

F
1

γ−1 + I
1

γ−1

)γ−1
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=⇒ ΦΨ

(
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Note γ − 1 < 0.
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QED.
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1.8 Data Appendix

Country log 1500 Pop Density 2005 Per Capita GDP Occupier(s)

Northern Eurasian Sample

Albania 1.9 5410 Ottomans 1500-1919

Armenia 0.98 4990 Ottomans 1514-1917

Azerbaijan 0.98 4380 Russia, 1828-1917

Belgium 3.73 32470 Spain 1519-1713 Austria 1713-1790

Bulgaria 1.98 9140 Ottomans 1396-1878

Croatia 2.16 12620 Ottomans 1493-1593 Austria 1593-1917

Czechs 3.14 19560 Austria 1526-1917

Estonia 2.14 14660 Sweden 1561-1721 Russia 1721-1917

Georgia 0.98 3410 Russia 1801-1917

Greece 2.04 22950 Ottomans 1500-1821

Hungry 2.63 16780 Austria and Ottomans 1526-1693 Austria 1693-1917

Iceland 4.09 35490 Denmark 1536-1874

Ireland 2.3 32580 England 1536-1921

Kazakstan -0.13 7120 Russia 1870-1917

Kyrgyzstan -0.13 1860 Russia 1870-1917

Latvia 2.14 13490 Sweden 1621-1710 Russia 1710-1917

Lithuania 2.14 14140 Russia 1795-1917

Macedonia 2.16 7130 Ottomans 1500-1912

Moldova 0.92 2360 Ottomans 1512-1774 Russia 1774-1859

Norway 3.69 41650 Denmark 1536-1814 Sweden 1814-1905

Poland 2.56 13370 Russia and Germany 1795-1917

Slovenia 2.16 22140 1335-1918 Austria

Romania 2.12 8980 Ottomans 1713-1859

Slovakia 3.14 15200 Austria and Ottomans 1526 1693 Austria 1693-1917

Tajikistan -0.13 1300 Russia 1870-1917

Ukraine 0.92 6770 Ottomans, Austria and Russia 1795-1917

Uzbekistan -0.13 2060 Russia 1870-1917
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Acemoglu et al. (2001) Sample

Country log 1500 Pop Density 2005 Per Capita GDP

Argentina -2.21 13800

Bangladesh 3.17 2160

Belize 0.43 6390

Bolivia -0.19 2710

Brazil -2.13 8140

Chile -0.22 10920

Colombia -0.04 6970

Costa Rica 0.43 9860

Dominican Re 0.38 7710

Algeria 1.95 6720

Ecuador 0.77 4110

Egypt 4.61 4330

Guatemala 0.43 4510

Guyana -1.55 4230

Honduras 0.43 3290

Haiti 0.28 1660

Indonesia 1.45 3720

India 3.17 3430

Jamaica 1.53 4010

Laos 0.55 1850

Sri Lanka 2.74 4540

Morocco 2.21 4530

Mexico 0.96 10560

Malaysia 0.2 10360

Nicaragua 0.43 3580

Pakistan 3.17 2320

Peru 0.45 5650

Philippines 0.52 5570

Paraguay -0.69 4650

El Salvador 0.43 5080

Tunisia 2.46 7930

Uruguay -2.21 9620

Venezuela -0.82 6540

Vietnam 1.82 3000

Singapore -2.44 29520

Hong Kong -2.44 34900

Australia -3.65 33280

Canada -3.83 32770

New Zealand -0.99 25450

USA -2.44 42000



Chapter 2

Urbanization and Liberalization:

Explaining Modernization

Abstract: I present a formal theory which illustrates the path from material prosperity to political liberalism through

urbanization. Urbanization and liberalization act as substitute inputs to production of non-elite resistance. Increased

urbanization reduces the marginal effect of liberalization as liberalization becomes increasingly redundant. Urban

elites therefore have lower costs to weigh against potential benefits when choosing to liberalize.
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2.1 Introduction

The correlation between a modern industrialized economy and liberal political institutions has been observed

consistently by social scientists in recent history. The mechanism connecting, and direction of causation

between, material and political prosperity is not well understood and is a topic of debate in contemporary

scholarship 1 .

In this essay I suggest a novel causal link between material progress and liberalization which explains why

elites choose to liberalize 2. Lipset (1959) was the first to establish the observation of a correlation between

modern liberal political structures and material prosperity. This essay suggests material prosperity is linked

to liberalization largely through urbanization3. Urbanization and liberal information institutions such as

press freedom and freedom of assembly may act as substitute inputs to the production of non-elite resistance
4. An abundance of one of these substitute inputs leads to lower marginal productivity and therefore lower

demand for the other one. The lower marginal production of resistance after a liberalization in an urbanized

area makes elites more favorable toward liberalism in these urban areas.

A large part of the novelty of the theory outlined here is illustrating why elites prefer to liberalize instead

of viewing liberalization as an outcome forced upon elites who lose some contest in a particular time period.

There are two distinct benefits to this strategy over existing theories. Theories which view democratization as

a means of installing a commitment mechanism to enforce a bargain between elites and non-elites, as in Boix

(2003), Acemoglu and Robinson (2005), or Ansell and Samuels (2010), have trouble dealing with the issue of

de-democratization and consolidation as raised in Linz and Stepan (1996). How can democratic institutions

operate as a commitment mechanism given the frequent cases of de-democratization and the problems of

democratic consolidation? The theory presented here side-steps issues of consolidation after a change of

institutions because elites are choosing the new institutions based on structural incentives. In addition,

because the theory present here is phrased exclusively in terms of the structural variable Urbanization, the

theory is not dependent on a change in elite attitudes or culture as suggested in Linz and Stepan (1996)

or Inglehart and Welzel (2005). This avoids issues of unrealistic commitment mechanisms and assumptions

that culture changes systematically in correlation with structural modernization variables 5.

The physical proximity brought about through urbanization is of vital importance to citizen information

transmission and coordination. Wallace (2013) provides strong empirical evidence that “Urban concentration

is tied to a greater chance of collective action,” using Keesing’s World Events and the Banks Dataset to

measure occurrence of protest and taking proportion of population in the primate city as the measure

of urbanization. Thomson (2018)’s view of the importance of information networks in facilitating non-elite

resistance is very similar to the view in this paper, saying “Blue-collar workers did not have greater economic

1E.g. Acemoglu and Robinson (2005), Barro (1999), Przeworski and Limongi (1993), Acemoglu et al. (2009), Glaeser et al.
(2007), Inglehart and Welzel (2005), Boix (2003), Fearon (2011), Tilly (2007), Houle (2009), Ansell and Samuels (2010)

2To define a term: liberalization is reduction of expectation of punishment due to expression of disapproval of government
policy (e.g. freedom of the press, whereby no punishment may be meted out for expression of nearly anything, including criticism
of government). However this should be broadly interpreted. A no vote on a plebiscite could also be considered an expression
of dissent to government policy.

3Though I am avoiding the term ”democracy” this work seeks to contribute to what is traditionally considered Democrati-
zation Theory, and specifically seeks to give Lipset’s Modernization Theory a mechanical game-theoretic basis and illustration.

4This essay views the effect of press freedoms and liberalizations on the ability of non-elites to resist in a similar way to
the view of Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2017). While Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2017) do connect their theory with
the health of autocratic leaders, the present essay outlines a theoretical connection between regime liberalization and more
well understood structural modernization variables, specifically urbanization. The process outlined here may contribute to an
understanding of the size of the selectorate, variable S in their paper, as a function of the level of urbanization.

5Piff et al. (2012) casts serious doubt on the idea high income leads to more other-inclusive values as suggested in Inglehart
and Welzel (2005) and Glaeser et al. (2007). They find that higher socioeconomic class was associated with increased deceptive
behavior, circumvention of regulatory rules and willingness to take valuables from others in laboratory experiments.
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grievances than the rest of the population in the GDR, but were concentrated in large workplaces which had

the potential to facilitate mobilization.” However, even under the assumption that Urbanization does increase

coordination ability this doesn’t explain why the response of elites to the increase in citizen coordination

ability is to give this de facto power dejure legitimacy by liberalizing the regime. Indeed, Wallace (2013) goes

on to show that regimes respond to this increase in coordination with increased redistribution to mollify

urbanites. One could easily envision a situation where the unrest associated with urban centers caused a

roiling turnover between authoritarian regimes trying to hold onto power as long as possible, each of which

attempts to both mollify urbanites with wealth transfers from rural residents as well as repressing urbanites’

information freedoms in order to minimize the non-elites abilities to resist. The question why elites don’t

reduce information freedom with more strict de jure restriction of information flow in these urban areas

where their power is less secure has not been theoretically addressed in the literature. As discussed in section

five in both the South Korean and British cases, elites often respond to initial bouts of resistance with what

seems like a reflexive increase in repression even in areas where they eventually reverse course and allow

liberalization.

The larger historical phenomenon of de-democratization suggests that non-elites cannot impose regimes

and secure them in place with institutional commitment-mechanisms; elites choose regime type. Why do elites

choose to liberalize, particularly in a way that seems correlated with structural modernization variables like

urbanization?

The answer is partly due to liberalism acting as an information feedback channel for elites which can

increase policy efficiency and result in a possible Pareto improvement rather than viewing liberalization as a

bargaining commitment. As in Lorentzen’s work Lorentzen et al. (2012), Lorentzen et al. (2013), Lorentzen

(2014)) and Miller (2013) one benefit of liberalization is allowing elites to respond to citizen’s demands in

cases where this would otherwise go unnoticed and possibly avoid conflict 6. Additionally, as discussed in

section five elites may have direct practical benefits from liberalized information institutions 7. This does not

yet connect urbanization to liberalism, but it does explain the existence of a benefit to liberalization against

which elites must balance the costs of liberalization.

Liberalism produces more information availability for both elites and citizens, which makes liberalization

costly to elites indirectly due to increases in the ability of better connected citizens to resist elite demands. The

important link between urbanization and liberalism is the informational linkage between individual citizens,

facilitated largely by spatial proximity but also by communications technology and the presence of liberal

information institutions 8. Urban proximity and liberalized information institutions operate as substitutes

in production of resistance; as information flow through proximity becomes available, information flow from

liberalizations become increasingly redundant. Therefore the elites of more urban societies will face smaller

costs of liberalization and choose to be more liberal.

In this way the model is closest to theories emphasizing civil-society explanations for democratization.

Tilly (2007) associates his theory on the development of democracy from trust networks with Putnam (2000)’s

6Miller (2013) provides a more explicit modeling of one of the benefits of liberalism. While in Miller (2013) moving to
electoral authoritarianism allows citizens to choose their maximum value from a set of alternatives with stochastic values, the
present essay models it simply as a nonstochastic set benefit which may accrue to either indirectly to elites by directly accruing
to non-elites and reducing their willingness to resist elites or directly to elites. However, this essay can be viewed as a way to
endogenize the difference between the probability of successful resistance without liberalization and the probability of successful
resistance with liberalization (i.e. the difference between Θ and Θ’) in the Miller (2013) model, and relate this difference to
material progress through urbanization.

7particularly, the discussion of Medvedev and Chiesa (1991).
8While access to technology is increasingly important and may provide another link between prosperity and liberalism, I

am choosing to leave technological access outside the scope of this paper.
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work emphasizing the importance of civil associations in the maintenance of democracy. Both Tilly (2007)

and Putnam (2000) emphasize the importance of ties between individual citizens, similar to the importance

the theory presented here places on contact between individual non-elites through urban proximity. However,

neither prior author explains the structural forces underlying the formation of these networks nor how this

connects to elites’ choice to give de jure legitimacy to this de facto power. The present paper attempts to fill

these gaps by providing a structural explanation for the occurrence of these individual contacts, specifically

urbanization, and investigating the elite response to changes in the coordination ability of non-elites. There

is also a great degree of similarity between example model 2 and Lohmann (1994)’s interpretation of the

events leading up to the downfall of East Germany. In both models there exist positive externalities for

resistance activities that encourage additional resistance from other non-elites. This is exactly a threshold

social phenomena as described by Granovetter (1978). My work extends this reasoning to illustrate the

changes these forces induce on elite incentives, and how this leads to permanent and de jure societal change.

In the utility view of models espoused by Clarke and Primo (2012) the theory in this paper is meant

to be used to organize empirical generalizations regarding individual political activity and general societal

correlations between measurements of material prosperity and liberalism. In addition, this theory has broad

applicability and can be used to shed light on previous empirical findings. E.g. Ziblatt (2008) finds a very

strong relationship between the willingness of Prussian members of Parliament to approve democratization

and the level of urbanization in a member’s district, finding that “holding all other variables at their mean

values, an increase from the minimum to the maximum in level of urbanization increases the chances of

getting support for the bill from 2 percent to 89 percent,” (page 634). Beyond this note in the text Ziblatt

(2008) does little to investigate this association. He goes on to lament the absence of an explanation of the

connection between these variables and the motivations of elites (ibid). The theory presented in this essay

is designed precisely to explain why these more urbanized elites prefer to liberalize.

In the next section I establish some empirical generalizations that are important to motivate the theory. I

construct the general form of the theory formally in section three and in section four apply it to three specific

models drawn from historical investigations of incidents of democratization. In section five I investigate the

theory mechanisms by examining whether elites are motivated by benefits from liberalization that accrue

to elites and by the decreasing marginal cost of liberalization by using elite statements and behavior in the

context of liberalization in the USSR, South Korea, Britain and the Medieval city-state Lubeck9. I conclude

in section six.

2.2 Data

The stylized facts I use as assumptions for the model could be questioned. Barro (1999) posits that elite

monitoring in urban environments may overwhelm the citizenry’s increases in coordination ability derived

from urban proximity in addition to providing some regression model specifications that seem to show

Urbanization is not associated with more liberal societies when a control for educational attainment is

included. While Wallace (2013) seems to confirm that coordination ability overwhelms increases in elite

monitoring, his choice of proportion of population in the primate city and public records of protest may draw

quibbles 10. In this section I explore whether citizens have better ability to coordinate anti-elite activities

9I include Medieval Lubeck in order to challenge the theory with an example exotic relative to contemporary data and
where modernization variables other than urbanization, such as income and education, were low or absent.

10One could argue that the population in the primate city does not reflect overall Urbanization. Furthermore, it may be that
only protests in the primate city are noticeable by the collectors of the data he uses. Additionally, the increased motivation
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in cities further by using individual level data in addition to establishing that Urbanization does correlate

positively with measures of societal Liberalism.

I investigate the association of Urbanization and citizen coordination by examining the least favorable

environment for this hypothesis: European Values Survey individual level data from Eastern Europe shortly

after the fall of Communism. In these societies the governments had security apparatuses that potentially

made coordination of citizens in urban environments harder than in rural environments because monitoring

may have been easier in an urban area. Table 1 presents a logit regression on whether or not a citizen

participated in certain protest activities while controlling for a variety of factors suggested by other literature

on regime type. Urbanization is represented here by the “Size of Town” variable. For the variable representing

participation in a demonstration, “Demonstration”, the coefficient on income is not significant but all other

coefficients are significant, most at the .01 level.

“Size of Town” seems to have a strong effect. The estimated probability of participating in demonstrations

for a resident of the smallest towns (population 2000 or less) is about 18.5% and rises to 28.8% for residents

of the largest cities (population 1,000,000 or more); although perhaps more dramatically the estimated

probability of participating in unofficial strikes doubles, moving from 3.1% in the smallest towns to 6.5%

in the largest cities 11. These findings strongly suggest that in urban environments citizens have increased

ability to coordinate opposition that overwhelms any elite monitoring effect, and furthermore that citizens

in cities will protest more, not simply that city protests are larger and more noticeable. That urbanization is

an input to the production of resistance activities is an important premise of the theory outlined in section

three. The effect of urbanization on these types of political activities has not been reported for individual

level data and this is a novel empirical finding.

Additionally, while it may be possible that visibility to urban elites is a motivator of demonstrations,

petitioning is negligibly dependent on physical proximity to elites to be effective, and boycotts and strikes

operate chiefly through economic means which also seem unbound to geographic specificity in their effect on

elites, and yet urbanization seems to strongly encourage them 12.

While I have shown that Urbanization increases participation in protest activities among individuals,

do elites respond by increasing societal liberalism in a way that will be observable at the national level? I

present a simple two period OLS regression analysis of Urbanization and Liberalization to demonstrate their

positive association.

Table 2 demonstrates the empirical association between Urbanization and Liberalism operates in the

hypothesized direction. I regress Freedom House Political Rights and Civil Liberties ratings from the 2005,

2010, and 2015 years on World Development Indicators data for Urbanization, BP World Energy Statistical

Review data on proven oil reserves and WDI population data to compute per capita oil wealth, and Barro

CID data for years of primary attainment. I include a Middle East dummy based on Freedom House re-

gional classification 13. Urbanization is associated with higher Freedom House ratings which indicate more

of primate city protesters may be due to visibility to elites rather than coordination effects, with larger primate cities simply
implying larger elite audiences.

11Calculated using estimates obtained without country dummies as reported in Table 1. Results refer to an EVS respondent
with responses equal to the sample mean on all variables excluding Size of Town.

12One can argue that greater economic effect could be had in cities where there is more economic activity, but if this were
the motive it could not explain the insignificance of income in strikes and significant negative effect of income on boycotting.

13The Middle East regional dummy seems to strengthen the effect of Urbanization. While it is not entirely clear what causes
this relationship and several candidate explanations may each contribute, including especially strong regional international
influence, I hypothesize that the Middle East may have a bias in the urbanization rate calculated due to inordinately low
numbers of sub-national administrative units. While clear methodological notes on the compilation of WDI Urbanization
numbers are not available, a comparison of Jordanian and South Korean data is suggestive. Whereas Jordan has a population
density of 65persons/sqkm and South Korea has a density of 501 persons/sqkm they both have about 85% urbanization rate
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Table 2.1: Urbanization and Liberalization: Individual Level Data

Dependent Variables
Demonstrating Petitioning Boycotting Striking Occupying

Size of Town .079** .200* .103** .132** .080
(.011) (.010) (.022) (.021) (.045)

Income Level .019 .006 -.074** .020 -.138*
(.015) (.015) (.031) (.032) (.065)

Age .017** .030** .016 .006 .029
Education (.006) (.005) (.010) (.011) (.017)
Complete

Post- .111* .146** .320** .113 .546**
Materialist (.048) (.044) (.093) (.089) (.196)

Index
Belong to -.269** -.349** -.068 -.324** -.093

No Groups (.065) (.058) (.129) (.124) (.277)
No Unpaid -.325** -.257** -.328** -.158 -.253

Work (.061) (.058) (.119) (.113) (.254)
No Trust -.245** -.230** -.107 -.137 -.114
in Others (.059) (.056) (.113) (.108) (.238)

No Political -.442** -.408** -.345** -.271** -.291
Interest (.046) (.041) (.091) (.086) (.199)

Politics Not -.089* -.015 .029 -.130 -.291
Important in (.038) (.035) (.072) (.069) (.158)

Life
Doesn’t Talk -.188** -.325** -.395** -.239* -.256

About Politics (.053) (.049) (.106) (.100) (.229)
with Friends

Female -.280** .027 -.439** -.466** -.461*
(.054) (.050) (.108) (.103) (.232)

Age -.017** -.017** -.021** -.023** -.015*
(.002) (.002) (.004) (.004) (.008)

Psuedo-R2 .1643 .1635 .0933 .1384 .1273
N 8797 8737 8117 8307 8241

* Indicates significance at the .05 level, ** indicates significances at the .01 level. Std. Errors reported in parentheses.

Table 1 reports logit results on European Values Survey data and corresponding World Values Survey data for Russia

for various resistance activities. Dependent variables are dichotomized to reflect only self reports of actual participa-

tion. Demonstrating is a dichotomized version of e027; Petitioning is a dichotomized version of e025; Boycotting is

a dichotomized version of e026; Striking is a dichotomized version of e028; and Occupying is a dichotomized version

of e029. Size of Town is variable x049; Income is variable x047; Age Education Complete is variable x023; Post-

Materialist Index is variable y002; these variables stated in the negative assign higher values to negative results in the

data: Belong to No Groups is variable a080; No Unpaid Work is variable a097; No Trust in Others is variable a165;

No Political Interest is variable e023; Politics Not Important in Life is variable a004; Doesn’t Talk About Politics with

Friends is variable a062; and the following simple demographic controls: Sex is variable x003; Age is variable x001.

2nd Wave data for Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, East Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, and

Slovenia is reported.

according to the WDI dataset. An examination of Jordanian administrative divisions reveals the Ma’an Governorate and Mafraq
Governorate as very large sub-national divisions by land area, which if counted as a single settlement under WDI practices
would count the entire populations of the sparsely settled eastern and south eastern desert areas as urban residents. Clearly
this does not conform to the intuitive definition of Urbanization used in this paper.
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Table 2.2: Urbanization and Liberalization: Country Level Data

Dependent Variable
PR CL PR CL PR CL CL

Same Same Same Same +5 +5 +5
Year Year Year Year Years Years Years

Urbanization 34.4*** 43.9*** 25.8*** 31.3*** 24.1*** 31.8*** 5.50**
(2.80) (3.30) (3.29) (3.79) (3.28) (3.84) (2.07)

Years Primary Schooling 2.23*** 3.26*** 2.39*** 3.39*** 1.12***
(0.48) (0.56) (0.48) (0.56) (0.28)

Log PC Oil Reserves -2.02*** -2.41*** -1.84*** -2.14*** -1.93*** -2.30*** -0.43**
(0.266) (0.31) (0.26) (0.30) (0.26) (0.30) (0.16)

MENA dummy -10.5*** -14.3*** -8.80*** -11.7*** -7.49*** -10.4*** -1.37
(2.03) (2.39) (2.00) (2.30) (1.99) (2.33) (1.17)

2010 dummy -0.51 -1.03 -0.73 -1.35 -0.56 -1.80 -1.05
(1.16) (1.37) (1.12) (1.30) (1.12) (1.31) (0.64)

PR Same Year 1.02***
(0.03)

R2 0.433 0.469 0.473 0.528 0.468 0.530 0.889

* Indicates significance at the .05 level, ** indicates significances at the .01 level. *** indicates significances at the
.001 level. Std. Errors reported in parentheses.

Table 2 presents presents a summary of OLS regression results for several models and 284 data points across two
time periods, 2005 and 2010. Freedom House Political Rights and Civil Liberties ratings from the years 2005, 2010,
and 2015 are the dependent variables. Urbanization data and population data from the years 2005 and 2010 are
from the World Development Indicators database. Per Capita Oil from 2005 and 2010 is calculated using the BP
World Energy Statistical Review data on proven oil reserves and WDI population and then transformed by natural
log. Education in 2005 and 2010 is the years of primary schooling from the Barro-CID Education dataset. The last
three models predict the dependent variable from 5 year lagged independent variable data. The last model includes
Freedom House PR ratings as a lagged dependent variable control.

liberalism. Urbanization retains significance even when including the Barro CID educational data.

For the two periods which have both Barro CID data and Freedom House 40-point scale PR and CL

ratings when we lag the dependent variable for a five year period, as Barro (1999) does in his regressions,

the cross-correlations between dependent variables eliminates the significance of all independent variables

in most specifications. Even so, we still see significance in the relationship between Urbanization and Civil

Liberties when controlling for previous levels of Political Rights.

This simple empirical investigation is designed to show that Urbanization can in fact maintain significant

positive association with liberalism, even when education is included in the regression. Barro (1999)’s use

of lagged dependent variables was necessary due to a much clearer linkage between Democracy and levels

of education, specifically that democratized governments would likely tax the wealthy to spend more funds

on educating the population; this fits with the traditional view of democratization as a zero-sum shift of

resources from the elites to the non-elites. Urbanization doesn’t seem to have as clear of a mechanism for

explaining how democratization would affect the level of urbanization . Wallace (2013) instead suggests we

may have reasons to believe authoritarianism may in fact encourage urbanization by actively transferring

wealth from rural to urban populations in order to mollify the more coordinated urban populations, so the

association of urbanization and liberalization does seem to suggest urbanization is causing liberalization 14.

This section has established Urbanization’s positive effect on protest activity and that more urbanized

14Outside of the isolated case of China’s hukou system.
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societies will tend to be more Liberal. Even after establishing a statistical relationship between urbanization

and liberalism we still need to investigate what theoretical mechanism is causing this association15. In the

next section I will connect these facts by modeling how Urbanization’s effects on protest will theoretically give

rise to a change in elite incentives which make liberalization preferred by elites and illustrate the mechanism

using historical examples in sections four and five.

2.3 General Theory

On May 19 and 20 he heard at the Samyang tire factory where he worked that citizens were

being killed, but he did not completely believe the rumors. On May 21, like every day, he went

to work. The bus was late, and he heard that the factory was closed and that the night before

simin’gun (citizens’ militia) had come and stolen the tires. Just then, a confrontation started at

the bus station, and he started to participate. He thought of going to tell his family first, but he

felt he would be a coward if he did not join in. He also wanted to see with his own eyes if the

rumors were true. -the account of Kim Yong-dae during the Kwangju Uprising from Lewis (2002)

The above quote captures the spirit of the most general theoretical insight of this theory. Kim Yong-

dae was using urban proximity to work-around the information blackout from traditional media during these

protests; the account is phrased in terms of information confirmation facilitated by urban proximity 16. Urban

proximity and liberal information institutions operate as substitute inputs to production of elite resistance

activity and this has important implications for elite preferences which lead to elites choosing to liberalize in

urbanized areas. Under usual economic assumptions, as one substitute input is more available the other input

will not produce as much marginal value and will have lower demand. This leads to a situation where the

benefits of liberalization for elites are weighed against smaller marginal costs in urban environments, as the

marginal value of liberalized information institutions in production of costly resistance activity is lessened

by the proximity of non-elites in urban environments. In this section I more formally state the theory:

When expected elite costs are a function of the level urbanization and the presence of liberal information

institutions minus ameliorations available with liberal information institutions, then if the marginal effect of

a liberalization is smaller in more urbanized environments, elites in more urbanized societies will be more

likely to liberalize.

Let C represent the costs of resistance minus benefits from liberalization, u represent the level of urban-

ization, l− or l+ indicates whether a liberalization was not enacted or enacted respectively, and λ represents

the benefits realized from liberalization to the elites.

Proposition 1: If

E(C)illiberal = g(f(u, l−))

15see Lorentzen et al. (2017) for a discussion of the importance of investigation of theoretical models with reference to
historical cases.

16I want to emphasize that this example as well as all the other examples in both this section and the next provide testimony
from activists, regime decision makers, and academics who previously studied the phenomena that proximity was the difference
between rural and urban environments because of information transmission between non-elites, and not alternatives such as
urbanization provided more places to hide, government targets were more available, or that the protests would be more visible
to elites in urban areas. These historical cases very definitively say urban proximity contributes by acting as a substitute to
media for information transmission.
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and

E(C)liberalized = g(f(u, l+)− λ)

where g′(f) > 0, f ′() > 0 and for all u′, u′′

u′ < u′′ =⇒ f(u′, l+)− f(u′, l−) > f(u′′, l+)− f(u′′, l−)

Then elites in more urbanized societies will prefer to liberalize if any elites in less urbanized societies prefer

to liberalize, i.e. liberalization preference is non-decreasing in Urbanization.

Proof :

Because g′(f) > 0 elites will prefer to enact a liberalization if

(f(u′, l+)− λ)− f(u′, l−) < 0

f(u′, l+)− f(u′, l−) > f(u′′, l+)− f(u′′, l−) =⇒ (f(u′, l+)− λ)− f(u′, l−) > (f(u′′, l+)− λ)− f(u′′, l−)

Therefore

0 > (f(u′, l+)− λ)− f(u′, l−) > (f(u′′, l+)− λ)− f(u′′, l−)

So elites in more urbanized societies will always choose to liberalize if elites in less urbanized societies ur-

banize. QED. 17.

We could restate the above to say that the critical λ∗ which produces indifference in elites is strictly

smaller in more urban environments. Just note that

λ∗ = f(u, l+)− f(u, l−)

and it is direct from the premise of the theorem.

Furthermore, note that f(u, l) = f(u+ l) where f” < 0 fulfills the condition of proposition 1.

The above theorem describes a situation which is common when we have a production function that

exhibits decreasing marginal returns in addition to urbanization and liberalization acting as substitute in-

puts to that production function. There is good reason to believe urban proximity does indeed serve as a

substitute for media as a process of information transmission. In addition to the empirical evidence that

European Values Survey respondents in areas of recent democratization in Eastern Europe are more likely

17I want to note that for slightly more realism we can add some term inside g() to represent an elite choice on level of
extraction, so that elites may choose to extract less or more depending on the size of f and whether they get λ. This would
change the statement of expected elite costs to:

E(c) = g(f − λI(liberalism)) − h(x)

where x is a choice variable representing extraction and resulting in h(x) net benefit to the elites (to get usual optimization
behavior we can assume h′(0) > 0 and h′′() < 0). This could be used to represent the elite’s differentiation between rural
and urban extraction, with lower extraction in the urban environment representing a subsidization of societal costs by rural
residents as we see in Wallace (2013). However, this does not change the decision criteria and elites still will decide based on if
f(u′, l+) − λ) − f(u′, l−) < 0, so it is somewhat irrelevant.
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to join political activities when in large cities presented in section two above, scholars of political communi-

cation during South Korean democratization have said: “While the Korean government and the ruling party

maintained control over the press, the opposition party sought to influence the public through large-scale

political meetings that encouraged a proopposition party atmosphere. The public, which mistrusted the me-

dia, embraced such rallies and direct encounters with opposition leaders as opportunities to gain political

knowledge.” (Kim and Kwon, 2009, p. 178). The quote at the beginning of this section corroborates this

view from the perspective of a protester in South Korea. We also see this view on the interchangeability

of media and physical proximity for information transmission repeated from the perspective of elites in the

form of the South Korean regime itself in describing their reasoning for dispersing protests in the discussion

of example model 1, as well as directly from the perspective of activists, such as the quoted interview with

Henryk Wujec later on in the discussion of example model 3.

2.4 Theory Application: Three Example Models

To illustrate the usefulness of proposition 1 I examine three historical cases of non-elite resistance prior to

liberalization which are suggestive of example models that proposition 1 shows will imply liberalization is

more preferred by elites in more urban societies. Each of these cases is selected to look for operation of the

theoretical non-elite motivations: the interchangeability between physical proximity and liberalization for

non-elites which makes liberalization somewhat redundant in highly urbanized areas18.

2.4.1 Example 1: Press Liberalization in South Korea

Kwon In Suk was a labor activist during the mid-1980s in South Korea. Upon arrest for falsifying her educa-

tion record when applying for work (highly educated Koreans applying for blue-collar work was considered

indicative of labor-rights activism and highly educated workers were not hired for blue-collar work). She

subsequently experienced rape at the hands of the South Korean security official responsible for her interro-

gation. This was a deeply shocking act in Korean society and we have a good record of how the authoritarian

apparatus worked hard to minimize its impact. This is from a 1988 Human Rights Watch report on the South

Korean regime:

The elaborate nature of the government’s daily instructions to the press is illustrated in the

guidelines concerning coverage of the government’s investigation of the sexual torture by police

of Kwon In Suk, a female university student. The July 17, 1986 guideline permitted newspapers

to carry the story on the national pages, but forbade the publication of reports by individual

journalists. The government specified that the headline must read “sexual insult” and not “sexual

assault”. The press was directed to publish the prosecutor’s entire report, in which the student’s

allegations of physical abuse and rape were found to be groundless fabrications and part of a com-

munist strategy. The guideline further stated that “details of the accusations made by barristers

for the anti-government side or by the NCC [National Council of Churches], and the communique

concerning the incident published by other women’s associations, must not be reported.” (Asia

Watch Committee et al., 1988, p. 51)

18I discuss elite response in section 5.
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South Korean citizenry had to learn about the details of the sexual abuse by word-of-mouth commu-

nicated during large street demonstrations. This is exactly the kind of political knowledge gained through

rally attendance that Kim and Kwon (2009) references. For example, the regime quashed a rally on July 19,

1986 focused on the Kwon In Suk case claiming that the true purpose of the rally was to “disseminate false

rumors ... thereby misleading the public.” (Burgess, 1986, p. A17). The regime seemed to be aware of the

potency of face-to-face communication as a work-around for media censorship.

We may wish to model this in the following manner: Some mass of citizens would be “radicalized” if they

are aware of some shocking fact and their personal satisfaction from resistance activities is larger than their

expected costs to protest π which can be thought of chiefly as the costs of punishment from the authorities,

but also may include practical expenses such as material for a hand-held sign or medical care for injuries.

The first choice in the game is made by the elite decision makers to either enact a Liberalization of

the press or not. The effect of liberalization of media will be to increase information flow resulting in the

elites learning of a new policy which produces λ benefits to elites while being costless to non-elites as well as

allowing all non-elites to be informed of a shocking event should one happen. After this decision to Liberalize

or not is made, a shocking event of magnitude s > 0 is drawn from a distribution S. If s − π > 0 a citizen

will enact resistance if they are informed of the shocking event. Let p be the probability of drawing s > π.

Some proportion 0 < a < 1 of society are agitators who are well informed on shocking events, and which

will attempt to inform other citizens in personal contact. These people are intended to stand in for student

activists, intellectuals, artists, and other groups with advantages in being informed perhaps by virtue of their

profession or availability of leisure time. The choices of these individuals is not modeled and we assume some

fixed proportion of them exist in the society. After s is drawn, the mass of citizens meets with n randomly

chosen other citizens. If a non-agitator is matched with an agitator then the non-agitator becomes informed,

but will not be so bold as to inform other citizens. After these n meetings with other citizens, radicalized

citizens will enact resistance activities during the triggering event at the end of the game.

Liberalization of print media will increase the flow of information allowing elites to learn of a new policy

which is costless to non-elites but which provides elites with λ benefit as well as informing all citizens of the

shocking event without need to meet with an agitator. The level of Urbanization is modeled by the parameter

n, the number of other citizens with whom a given citizen has personal contact. Elites face costs linear in

the proportion of resisting citizens. So without liberalization elite costs are:

E(C) = p(1− (1− a)n)

And with liberalization elite net costs would be:

E(C) = p− λ

Theorem: If the elites of a society choose to liberalize, then societies with similar parameters but a larger

n will also choose to liberalize.

Proof :

We know for all n′ < n′′

1− (1− a)n
′
< 1− (1− a)n

′′

because 0 < 1− a < 1.
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Therefore, if we choose f(n, l−) = p(1− (1− a)n) and f(n, l+) = p we know

n′ < n′′ =⇒ f(n′, l+)− f(n′, l−) > f(n′′, l+)− f(n′′, l−)

and we have shown this functional form fits with proposition 1. QED.

2.4.2 Example 2: Freedom of Association in South Korea

If we take another perspective, and perhaps examine the motivations of someone who may be an “agitator”

in the previous model, we may arrive at a slightly different model for liberalism. Nevertheless, similar forces

would be at work to make liberalization more likely in areas with close contact between non-elites, specifically

urban areas. Here I examine particular elements of the story of artist Choe Byeongsu as relayed in Yoo 2011.

In 1986, Kim Hwan’yeong and his friends from Hongik University (Park Gibok, Song Jinwon,

Kim Yeongmi, Nam Gyuseon, and Gang Hwasuk) created a team for mural painting at Sinchon,

the university town, in Seoul. Kim invited Choe [artist Choe Byeongsu] to their collective because

they needed a carpenter who could make ladders for their mural project. On July 10, 1986, these

six members, who also belonged to the Seoul Art Community, created the mural The Unification

and Working People (Choe called it Joy of the Unification) on the wall of a three-story building

near Sinchon, but it was removed by the police. (Yoo, 2011, p. 113-114)

He and a student, Mun Yeongmi, decided to print images of Yi Hanyeol [an activist infamously

injured by the government], one depicting his face and another depicting him wounded and

bleeding. Choe produced small woodcut prints with another artist, Min Youngtae, and several

students. On June 11, mothers in the Democratization Family Association and the Yonsei Student

Committee wore these prints on their chests to protest the state’s lethal use of teargas. Choe

said that many people were surprised that woodcut prints were available just a day after the

newspaper photograph was printed. After 380 prints, the original woodcut plate wore out, so

Choe, Mun, and the students made it into a silkscreen.(Yoo, 2011, p. 118)

This may suggest an alternative model for resistance activity. Choe was a carpenter by trade and was

able to engage in protest activity with other protesters that added to his effectiveness. Originally he was

involved with painters who were able to create larger murals thanks to working with Choe. Later, Choe

had a team of people running a print shop to make prints to be worn at a demonstration. In each of these

cases a protester, particularly the artist Choe, has their effectiveness in elite-resistance activity enhanced by

coordinating with other people.

An appropriate model for this may be to say that a given protester has an effectiveness function depending

on the number of others they can coordinate with, and they make the decision to protest based partially on

this expected effectiveness weighed against a cost, which I leave mostly abstract here. The decision criteria

would be:

Af(n)− π > 0

where f() represents the production of effectiveness of the protest, A > 0 is a coefficient representing a

probabilistic draw from distribution D, i.e. A ∼ D(), of the level of satisfaction protest activity generates due
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to either good or harsh conditions for non-elites, n is a parameter representing the number of co-conspirators

in the resistance activity, and π > 0 represents the expectation of costs, likely mostly derivative of punitive

action by the elites but also possibly including direct expenditure of resources, like sign materials in Choe’s

case. I assume the production of effectiveness from the input n is uniformly increasing but has decreasing

marginal returns, i.e. f ′(n) > 0 and f ′′(n) < 0. Urbanization is modeled as having larger n.

We will propose freedom of association as our elite liberalization. In this case, elites allow citizens to

freely meet in public meetings to discuss recommendation for future policy. This allows some of the potential

resisters to meet a few more co-conspirators with whom they can coordinate protest activity. I represent this

as changing the effectiveness function from n to n + l where l > 0. Furthermore, the suggestions resulting

from these meetings result in the elite learning of an amelioration beneficial to non-elites but costless to elites

which will reduce the dissatisfaction avoidable through protest by λ making the new decision inequality for

non-elite potential protesters:

A(f(n+ l)− λ)− π > 0

The order of events in the game will be as follows: the parameter n is chosen by nature first, then elites

choose whether to liberalize, A is drawn from a distribution, and finally non-elites choose whether to enact

resistance activity. We assume Elites prefer less resistance activity. Therefore Elites liberalize when:

f(n+ l)− λ < f(n)

We can show that with equivalence on other parameters, a society with larger n will always liberalize

if societies with smaller n would choose to liberalize, i.e. more urbanized environments will be as liberal or

more than less urbanized societies.

Theorem: Holding D(), λ, f(), π, and l constant, if elites prefer to liberalize with urbanization parameter

n then they also prefer to liberalize with urbanization parameter n′,∀n′ > n.

Proof :

Normalize the cost to elites under resistance to 1. Let p be the probability we draw an A larger than the

critical A∗ which causes indifference between resistance and non-resistance for protesters.

E(C) = p = prob(A > A∗ =
π

f(n+ lI(liberalism))
)

Consider

g(x) = prob(A > A∗ =
π

x
)

We have g′(x) > 0. Note that f ′′() < 0 =⇒ ∀n′, n′′

n′ < n′′ =⇒ f(n′, l+)− f(n′, l−) > f(n′′, l+)− f(n′′, l−)

and we therefore have satisfied the premises of proposition 1. QED.
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2.4.3 Example 3: Freedom of Association in Poland

I find the emphasis Henryk Wujec puts on the importance of proximity and face-to-face contact when

describing the development of Komitet Obrony Robotników, the Workers’ Defense Committee, or KOR, an

important opponent of the Polish Communist regime in the seventies and eighties, especially relevant to the

topic of this essay.

We first learned through personal contacts about Ursus workers nearby stopping trains. It was a

way to spread the word since telephones weren’t functioning, and the media kept a tight lid on

the news. -Henryk Wujec (Szporer and Kramer, 2012, p. 236)

Here again we see repeated the idea of face-to-face contact as an important substitute for media freedom,

this time from an activist under authoritarianism.

Szporer: For you, the 1976 strike was the turning point?

Wujec: Yes, the Ursus strike. At first we knew little even though Ursus isn’t far away really,

nothing about the beatings, “heeling sessions” or “paths to health.” As I recall Jan Olszewski,

the defense lawyer, first came up with the idea of aiding the workers. He lived in Pruszkow and

heard about the trial of the workers who stopped the trains. We decided to attend the trials,

and that was really the beginning of KOR: When we saw the terrified families, when we saw

those poor workers, when we heard those charges, those severe verdicts ... Gajka, Kuron’s wife,

started talking to the families about police procedures, basic things, like filing out request forms

for visits, for sending packages. We informed them about lawyers willing to defend them pro

bono, Jan Olszewski, Wladyslaw Sila Nowicki, and so on. The barriers between us dropped and

the differences eroded, disappeared.

I remember Mrs. Czarek, whose husband was in prison. She didn’t know what to do, so we offered

help, taking her children on vacations, with some money, and so on; that’s how it started for me.

Antoni Macierewicz proposed we help, not only those seven, but a hundred more or so in prison.

We started traveling to Ursus recording the information; we learned how it was done; catching

people at random on the street on trumped-up charges, false witnesses, and “the path to health”

several times to and fro.

I remember the first time asking, “What’s a path to health?” and hearing, “The cops stand on

either side of you in a long row and beat the living daylights out of you as you run down the

human alley to and from the headquarters.” We started documenting the events and even wrote

a report about the abuses - in the process finding out about the events at Radom, mostly by

word of mouth. Radom as it turned out was much worse.

Szporer: Explain a little how KOR worked...

Wujec: KOR began even before there was formally KOR, a self-help network with a recognizable

name. It was a group effort, the lawyers defending, us running back and forth identifying families

of strikers, getting information, ferrying aid. The actors and filmmakers, professionals in Warsaw,

would chip in and we would deliver the money to needy people.(Szporer and Kramer, 2012, p.

237-8)

We see a clear chain of information spread from the direct victim of regime abuses to the more general

public through proximity and word-of-mouth; the “path to health” phraseology for example was passed
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through direct contact with a striker who was known to the activist explicitly because of proximity. This

alternative information channel due to physical proximity was used to coordinate a kind of social insurance

for people enacting resistance against the elite in this society.

While KOR’s distribution of Robotnik may be another instance of example 1’s communication of radical-

izing knowledge, the communal cost sharing aspects of KOR can be used to form yet a third example model

of liberalization. Here a protester to the regime may seek n other people to help share the costs associated

with his resistance activities, doing things like ensuring loved ones are cared for or covering legal costs if the

protester is arrested or otherwise acted against by the elites. Here we model the protester as belonging to

a group where n members will potentially support the protester. Henryk Wujec emphasizes that personal

contact and “word of mouth” were important ways networks of support for protest activity were formed so

we model higher degree of urbanization as larger n. Each period an amount of A dissatisfaction is drawn

from a distribution and may be avoided by group members if they contribute to insuring an act of resistance

against the regime. The costs so shared by the group are π and I model group members as identical. A

resistance action occurs iff:

A− π

n
> 0

Similar to example 2, a liberalization involving more freedom of association allows protesters to contact

l > 0 more people while providing access to a costless amelioration for the non-elite which reduces the amount

of dissatisfaction they may avoid through protest by λ. The decision criteria for non-elites in a liberalized

society will be:

A− λ− π

n+ l
> 0

Elites which prefer the absence of resistance have the following decision criteria to enact liberalization:

λ >
π

n
− π

n+ l

We can now show as a theorem that ceteris paribus elites in areas with higher urbanization, as modeled

by a larger n parameter, will always be as liberal or more than areas with lower n parameter.

Theorem: If elites with parameter n = n′ choose to liberalize, then elites with parameter n = n′′ > n′ will

also choose to liberalize.

Proof : Let g(x) = prob(A > π − x). Clearly g′(x) > 0. Choosing f(n, l) = π
n+lI(liberalism) will fulfill the

premise of proposition 1. QED.

2.5 Discussion: The Persepective of Elites

The historical examples in section 4 establish that urbanization was acting as a substitute for liberal infor-

mation institutions in these areas which liberalized. In this section I want to investigate liberalizing elites’

motivations for liberalization in these areas which experienced economic modernization and determine how

well they match with the theoretical predictions. We want to know elites are aware of benefits that accrue

to themselves from liberalization. We also need to know continually recurring protest signals to elites that
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liberalization has low marginal cost because non-elites are able to resist effectively even in absence of liberal

information institutions.

Information problems solved by liberalization of institutions in authoritarian regimes are often discussed

in abstract ways relating to informing the regime about other groups’ preferences or providing a commitment

mechanism for these other elite groups19. I want to point out that liberalization can have an impact on

technical knowledge available to regime decision makers, and with ramifications of more direct practical

effect than internal-group attitudes. An illiberal regime will also stifle practical and scientific knowledge:

Every accident at a nuclear power plant causes a drop in the value of the stocks of the companies

managing the production of nuclear energy. Hence the attempts to withhold adequate information

about the causes and effects of the accidents. Governments often support these attempts to cover

up information. Unfortunately there is no lack of examples. However, in Western countries the

mass media is relatively independent, and consequently the public receives many facets despite

the wishes of powerful industrialists and politicians. We [the USSR] still do not have such an

independent information system. Small ecology groups began to appear only after Chernobyl.

This is why we still do not know many things... In effect, the abnormal centralization proved

to be a powerful obstacle to an efficient response. Why, for example, did the local authorities

not immediately warn the people in the endangered areas? The evacuation of people was very

well organized , but came nearly thirty-six hours after the catastrophe; on the first day the

children of Pripyat, a town with forty-five thusand inhabitants, continued to play soccer not

far from the burning reactor... Then in Moscow, in the first hours after the accident, extremely

important questions were decided by incompetent people who were dealing with emergencies of

this proportion for the first time. -Roy Medvedev interviewed in (Medvedev and Chiesa, 1991, p.

41)

Roy Medvedev was a Politboro committee member in the later years of the USSR. His descriptions of

the Soviet State’s ability to respond to the Chernobyl Nuclear Accident illustrate the practical implications

of the restrictions on information flow. In his view media liberalization would be directly connected to the

regime being more effective at enacting goals such as preserving the health and military-effectiveness of its

labor force or the effective generation of nuclear power. These concerns were very directly practical, and not

mitigated by concern over how this would change opinions of other groups (whom then would presumably

generate more direct practical effects as a result of their choices and actions). Being able to do anything

in the darkness of illiberal information institutions was very difficult. Here is Medvedev describing what

Gorbachev’s Gospriyomka investigations revealed about the production of mundane consumer goods in the

USSR:

There were more than a few enterprises in which more than half the production was rejected

as it came off the assembly line. In some cases factories were shut down and workers were not

paid because they did not meet the plan’s quotas (rejected production could not be counted).

(Medvedev and Chiesa, 1991, p. 53)

Medvedev and Chiesa (1991) seems to provide clear evidence of the awareness of authoritarian regime-

decision-makers, i.e. elites, of the benefits available from a liberalization of information institutions in their

societies. These benefits motivate the λ variable referenced in the theoretical models of the previous section.

19Gandhi and Przeworski (2006), Gandhi (2008), Magaloni (2008), Wright (2008), Blaydes (2010), Reuter and Gandhi (2011),
Wallace (2015), see Brancati (2014) for a review of this literature.
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Elite statements during South Korean democratization demonstrate another aspect of the model: explicit

acknowledgment of elite’s awareness of the decreasing marginal cost of liberalization, particularly that while

repressive enhanced oppression is attractive as a seemingly instinctual response to non-elite resistance, elites

eventually become frustrated by the persistence of non-elite resistance activities and acknowledge their own

impotence in preventing such activity as a reason to liberalize, i.e. liberalizing will not change things and has

low marginal impact because people are already able to mobilize resistance. The June 29 declaration by Roh

Tae-Woo at the end of a period of civil strife in South Korea in 1987 uses this reasoning when discussing his

plans to liberalize the press in point 5: “The government can neither control nor attempt to take control of

the media.”20

Roh was speaking in the historical context of his predecessor’s extreme press restrictions after a period

of intense protest activity in the late 1970s and 1980. Since the violent Kwangju Uprising incident of 1980,

continual protests persisted despite the heavy press controls of the regime, including consolidation of the

South Korean media industry and imposition of the direct media controls discussed in the previous section

with example 1. These continued protests likely contributed to Roh’s stated belief that press restriction was

ineffective. Roh’s double phrasing here seems to imply not only a negative moral judgment on government

media control but also a practical inability for the government to control information. This seems to fit

well with a theory that elites recognize the marginal impact of liberalization is lower specifically in a highly

urbanized environment. Historical experience seems to have trained the regime to respond with increased

repression after a period of non-elite resistance, but the relatively recent urbanization of South Korean society

has lessened the effectiveness of this tactic, something acknowledged by elites only after years of continual

protests.

We see a strikingly similar pattern of continual protest leading to reluctant elite acknowledgment of the

impotence of repression in the UK. During the period leading up to the First Reform Act there were series

of urban protests largely caused by additional tax revenue measures imposed as a result of Napoleonic War

debts 21 This quote from a British MP illustrates the elite awareness of low marginal cost of liberalization:

When the people were in distress, and discontented in 1812, coercive measures were adopted, but

no steps were taken to relieve distress or remove the cause of discontent. Upon the recurrence

of distress and disaffection in 1816 and 1817, coercive measures alone were again resorted to;

and now, in 1819, the same course was to be followed. But after such recent experience, was it

wise to persevere in such a system? -William Robert Keith Douglas MP for Dumfries Burghs, as

paraphrased in Hansard December 24, (1819) cc 1579

Douglas acknowledges the production of resistance activity on the part of non-elites does not seem to

be slowed by the absence of liberal information institutions. Elites then choose to realize the advantages

of liberal information institutions. Speaking on the same topic earlier in the month, MP David Ricardo

articulated the elite awareness of the benefits to liberalism for elites:

It could not be denied that circumstances might arise when the government should be fairly

administered, and yet distress might arise from causes which the government could not control,

and wicked and designing men might produce a great degree of mischief; ... it was necessary

to have some check, because if they left men to govern without any control in the people, the

20“정부는 언론을 장악할 수도 없고 장악하려고 시도하여서도 아니됩니다.” Roh (1987)
21The Peterloo Massacre of August 1819 is perhaps the most dramatic example of the continual unrest associated with the

post-Napoleonic depression in England. British cavalry charged a mass of tens of thousands of protesting demonstrators in
Manchester resulting in hundreds of injuries and 15 deaths.
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consequences would be despotism. The check which he would give, could be established only by

reform of parliament. (Ricardo, 1973, p. 29)

So in the case of the UK in a period of protest that lead to the First Reform Act, a period very similar to

the period before the South Korean liberalizations of 1987, we hear articulated not only the elite awareness

of the futility of repression, but also awareness of the benefits of liberalization.

In the course of composing this essay I felt that looking for the processes I describe in environments

relatively alien to contemporary 21st century societies would be appropriate in order to establish the impor-

tance of physical proximity over some level of material comfort or modern standards of education or literacy.

The case of Medieval Hanseatic League Cities was one of the earliest cases of pluralistic quasi-democratic

government where we can hope to find historical documentation from contemporary accounts 22 And even

in this remote setting we see records of continual urban disturbance leading to a political change providing

a good illustration of this liberalization theory.

Lubeck, the lead city in the Hanseatic League, had been engaged in small territorial expansions along

the route to Hamburg and had started construction of a canal to facilitate trade between the two cities. By

1403 a debt had accumulated. The imposition of a tax to service this debt was met with resistance from the

citizenry in such force that concessions were made to reduce the amount. Previously, in 1380 and again in 1384

political activity which culminated in open violence was initiated by the Butchers of the city. The dispute

was over regulation of market space and the right to vote on city council seats. This is remarkably similar to

the pattern of continual protest we see in the previous cases of modern England and South Korea. Partially

as a result of the concessions of 1403 a new tax became necessary in 1405. “[The Lubeck government] tried

to anticipate citizen objections by suggesting that the citizens select certain persons to discuss the situation

with the council,” (Rotz, 1977, p. 11). Similar to South Korea and the UK, this continual protest led to

a liberalization here as well: the governing body of Lubeck was allowing these citizens to coordinate and

petition the government with common grievances. This is an excellent example of a liberalization as discussed

in the theoretical model, particularly the Freedom of Assembly in examples 2 and 3. Among the grievances

presented was a request to allow an open examination of the town books. “The council agreed to allow

citizen representatives to examine some of the records... after their inspection of finances some complaints

were dropped,” (Rotz, 1977, p. 11). A clearer statement of the benefits of liberalism cannot be made. A

demand requiring no more effort than release of information on the part of the government was met and

tensions were reduced between elites and non-elites 23.

Each case presented here indicates that elites respond to continual acts of resistance with liberalization

because they recognize that some benefits may arise to the elites themselves from liberal information institu-

tions in addition to having low marginal costs in terms of producing increases in the amount of resistance to

elites. These cases represent a wide diversity of time periods and locations where we still see the underlying

pattern repeated.

But we don’t have to simply rely on process-tracing historical cases. The literature already shows in

Ziblatt (2008) striking statistical analysis demonstrating a strong association between urbanization and the

22Medieval cities were arguably the earliest examples of quasi-democratic pluralistic governing structures for which we have
surviving contemporary accounts. While often being explicitly governed by the authority of a counsel with offices appointed
by election and therefore more pluralistic than governance by inherited nobility, this governance usually represented only a
privileged minority group within the city. The revolt of the Ciompi is another Medieval case, where after some back-and-forth
struggle we see the Ciompi successfully incorporated into Florentine government by 1382 ((Cohn et al., 2004, p. 353)).

23Indeed, informational policies are perhaps one of the best examples of the benefits of liberalism to elites. Pernicious rumors
about malicious actions by elites would both be hidden (at least in scope of believers and magnitude of belief) from elites under
illiberalism and nearly costless to correct once detected. E.g. rumors that polio vaccines cause disease in Nigeria or the rumor
that the US government created the HIV virus. See Dugger and Mcneil (2006) and Kristof (2008).
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willingness of a member of the Prussian parliament to vote in favor of the 1912 democratization bill; providing

a strong confirmation of the association predicted between elite willingness to liberalize and urbanization 24.

2.6 Conclusion

The previous sections outline a theory of information institution liberalization whereby the substitutability

between urban proximity and other media of communication leads to changes in elite preferences to favor

liberalization in more urbanized areas. This essay presents several cases in diverse settings which confirm

the substitutability of physical proximity and media communication as well as the motives of the elites

to liberalize information institutions for their own benefit. This seems to fit with the observed correlation

patterns we observe in individual data between political resistance activity and urbanization as well as the

country level observation of correlation between urbanization and measures of political liberalism.

While we have known about the association between urbanization and liberal modernized political institu-

tions this relationship has been undertheorized. Scholars have said “The urbanization rate is often mentioned

as a determinant of democracy, although the sign of this influence is not clear on theoretical grounds,” (Barro

(1999)). Without reliance on assumptions about the potential of written laws to bind a commitment or a

citizenry that acts as a unitary actor this paper has built a theory which illustrates the avenue by which

material prosperity through urbanization contributes to political development. In the absence of commitment

mechanisms it is difficult to explain the institutional shift we observe in modernization. Intuitively we should

expect to see perhaps increased transfers to urban citizens to mollify them as well as increased repressive

measures, as we see with the initial reactions of South Korea and the UK to periods of unrest; we would not

intuitively expect the elites to change institutions in a way that may make non-elites more able to resist. The

systematic association liberalism has with urbanization can be explained by the mechanism outlined in this

paper: that urban physical proximity is a substitute for liberal information institutions, urban areas therefore

experience smaller changes when liberalizing due to the abundance of this substitute means of communica-

tion, and this causes elites to prefer to liberalize in urban areas. This theory has explanatory power that can

relate urbanization and liberal institutions for future research. Empirical associations between urbanization

and liberalism, like the association found in Ziblatt (2008), previously had been undertheorized25.

24I’ll repeat in a footnote here, (Ziblatt, 2008, p. 634) shows “[H]olding all other variables at their mean values, an increase
from the minimum to the maximum in level of urbanization increases the chances of getting support for the bill from 2 percent
to 89 percent.”

25This essay was chiefly concerned with the explanation of the link between material prosperity and liberalism. For most
of human history Urbanization has been the most pertinent connection between material prosperity and the coordination
links between individuals at large scales. This does not preclude the possibility of other sources of coordinating links between
individuals, especially in other scales of inquiry (such as within an organization rather than at a societal scale), which may
or may not be correlated with material prosperity and which can also be analyzed within the model presented in this paper.
Particularly, the effect of information technology and The Internet is unclear and open to further research.
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Chapter 3

Fighting to a Bargain

Abstract: In this paper I extend McBride and Skaperdas (2006)’s tug-of-war model of conflict with arming costs to

arbitrary numbers and structures of conflict states. I explore the model’s accommodation of transitions from fighting

to bargaining depending on state. I also prove some general properties of these models showing that more balanced

opponents will be more likely to bargain under reasonable assumptions.
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3.1 Introduction

The decision to enter a costly conflict rather than bargain with opponents for the a share of the contested

resource proportional to the expected ratio of success odds has puzzled economists and political scientists

who have studied conflict behavior from the perspective of rational actor theory. Why would a rational actor

destroy part of the contested value with conflict rather than divide the good proportionately depending on

success probability? Such a division would increase the expected value for all parties as they now have the

surplus available from avoiding costly conflict.

Previous popular rational actor explanations1 have embraced issues of information asymmetry whereby

a self-bias may lead all parties to demand more than the total amount of the contested good because at

least some parties inaccurately overestimate their odds of success in the contest. There is also the complex

issue of information transmission in bargaining as discussed in Brito and Intriligator (1985) and Bester and

Wärneryd (1998).

The issue of commitment in conflict bargaining has been shown to be a potential motivator of costly

conflict when one party is declining in power as in Budd et al. (1993). The model presented in this paper

assumes an environment similar to that of Garfinkel and Skaperdas (2000) or Powell (2006) in that contracting

on the future with binding commitment is not possible.

McBride and Skaperdas (2014) introduces a novel type of commitment issue which can cause rational fully

informed actors to prefer conflict. In their model actors may eliminate an opponent in order to avoid costly

enforcement of a negotiated peace with that opponent. The opportunity to avoid these future arming costs,

the Shadow of the Future as McBride and Skaperdas (2014) terms it, can offset the costly destructiveness

of conflict. Their model avoids issues of information and assumptions of exogenous power shifts causing one

party to be unable to rely on the commitments of the other (because their decaying power will not allow

them to enforce agreements with their opponents in the future). This builds off of the work in Skaperdas

and Syropoulos (1996) which demonstrates that the shadow of the future can motivate conflict, contrary to

more traditional conceptions of the influence of the future, such as in Axelrod (1980), Axelrod (1984), and

Blake et al. (2015).

In this essay I wish to extend the analysis of McBride and Skaperdas (2014). In their previous theoretical

paper, McBride and Skaperdas (2006), the authors outlined a multiple battle version of this model whereby

opponents may potentially need to fight more than one battle in order to secure the resource over which the

opponents are fighting. This resembles the ”tug-of-war” models of Harris and Vickers (1987) and Budd et al.

(1993). Each battle shifted the odds of winning the next battle and indirectly winning the entire conflict by

eventual elimination of the opponent. In this essay I will generalize this analysis to an arbitrary number of

battles or game-states.

Furthermore, in the original analysis of McBride and Skaperdas (2006) the authors did not consider the

effects of the availability of a successful peace offer on other states in the system. In their analysis the players

were able to commit to fighting every following period in the case of a rejected bargain offer. In this essay I

will relax this assumption and examine the effects when peace may occur in any period, and players cannot

commit to rejecting all future offers of peace. The counter-intuitive result is that future possibility of peace

may in fact motivate continued conflict in the present, as the example presented in section 3 shows.

Finally, I want to discuss the role of risk aversion or risk preference in motivation of conflict in the context

of this model. I show that a risk averse preference coupled with McBride and Skaperdas (2006)’s Shadow of

1For a full discussion of rationalist explanations in war, see Fearon (1995).
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the Future arming costs can motivate both fighting and bargaining even in the absence of costly conflict.

3.2 The Model

In McBride and Skaperdas (2006) the section 4 model extends their analysis to more complex conflicts where

multiple battles are necessary to eliminate opponents. In doing so, a number of specifications for model

parameters were made to enhance tractability of the model for discussion in the paper2. Here I will be

relaxing some of these assumptions eventually, but I will start with their base model to discuss the issue of

how future peace may motivate present conflict.

In their original multiple battles model McBride and Skaperdas (2006) have two opposing player fighting

a contest each period over some resource. There are three states of the model where conflict can potentially

occur, numbered 1-3, and state 0 where player B eliminates player A and controls the resource in perpetuity,

or state 4 where A eliminates B.

In order to maintain a position in the conflict an army must be raised at cost ρi where i = A or i = B.

When the opponent is eliminated in either state 0 or state 4 the remaining opponent no longer has need to

maintain the army in order to enforce any potential bargains between the players.

Each period the resources under conflict produce Y . When players fight the resource’s output for that

period will be partially destroyed by conflict and results in φY output going to the winner in that period,

where φ < 1. The players discount the value of future payoffs at a rate of δ.

McBride and Skaperdas (2006) specifies that the win probability for player A denoted as pA is:

pA = s/4

where s is the state number. The value of conflict in a period for player i in state s is denoted as VWi (s). We

can now state the value functions for each state under assumed conflict in each period:

VWA (1) =
1

4
(φY + δVWA (2)− δρA)

VWA (2) =
1

2
(φY + δVWA (3)− δρA) +

1

2
(δVWA (1)− δρA)

VWA (3) =
3

4
(φY +

δY

1− δ
) +

1

4
(δVWA (2)− δρA)

Manually solving the system of equations for these values results in the following:

VWA (1) =
(8− 4δ − 2δ2 − 2δ3)φY + (3δ3)Y + (8δ3 − 8δ)ρA

8(1− δ)(4− δ2)

VWA (2) =
(4− 4δ2)φY + 3δ2Y + (2δ3 + 6δ2 − 8δ)ρA

2(1− δ)(4− δ2)

VWA (3) =
(24− 20δ − 6δ2 + 2δ3)φY + (24δ − 3δ3)Y + (8δ3 − 8δ)ρA

8(1− δ)(4− δ2)

Value functions for player B mirror those of player A as they are symmetrical.

2In particular, the probability for success each period is taken to be exogenous and not the function of endogenous effort
choices on the part of the contestants as discussed in Skaperdas (1996).
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In McBride and Skaperdas (2006) the opponents commit to fighting in all remaining periods if an offer

to split the resource stream is rejected. For any state X such that

VWA (X) + VWB (X) <
Y − δρA − δρB

1− δ
players make offers to split the resource stream and avoid conflict.

3.3 Future Bargains May Cause Present Fighting

If we consider δ = 0.9, φ = 0, Y = 1000, and ρA = ρB = 81 we see that in state (1) we will get peace under

the McBride and Skaperdas (2006) model. Here

VWA (1) = 813.5

VWB (1) = 7563.5

And we know:

VWA (1) + VWB (1) = 8377 < 8542 =
Y − δρA − δρB

1− δ

But this may not be the complete story. This assumes that conflict will definitely continue in state (2)

even though in state (2)

VWA (2) + VWB (2) = 7393.6 < 8542

If we instead more realistically assume that a bargain would happen in state (2) the value of state (1)

changes. Assuming the surplus value is evenly split between opponents:

V PA (2) = V PB (2) = 4271

VWA (1) =
1

4
(φY + δVWA (2)− δρA) = 942.75

VWB (1) =
3

4
(φY +

δY

1− δ
) +

1

4
(δVWA (2)− δρA) = 7692.75

VWA (1) + VWB (1) = 8635.5 > 8542

Under these parameters the players would theoretically be willing to agree to splitting the resource stream

in any period if they were faced with the prospect of fighting to the death in the absence of an agreed split.

However, knowing that an offer to split the resource would be accepted in state (2) increases the value of

state (2) to such an extent that players are now willing to fight in state (1).

In many ways we can think of conflict in each state in the overall ”tug-of-war” model as a lottery between

the states which are adjacent to the present state in the conflict state transition network. When members

of that lottery increase in value, as state (2) does when we allow a bargain to be struck in this state rather
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than commit to conflict, then the lottery becomes more valuable, as does the choice to fight in state (1) for

both players.

3.4 Contiguous Regions of Bargaining

One may note that in the McBride and Skaperdas (2006) model that a bargain being struck in states (1) and

(3) imply that a bargain will be struck in state (2) as well. Note that when bargaining occurs in states (1)

and (3) we know the sum of contestant values of conflict in state (2) must be less than the sum of bargaining

values in state (2):

VWA (2) +VWB (2) =
1

2
(φY + δV PA (3)− δρA) +

1

2
(δV PA (1)− δρA) +

1

2
(φY + δV PB (1)− δρB) +

1

2
(δV PB (3)− δρB)

= φY +
δ

2
(V PA (3) + V PB (3)) +

δ

2
(V PA (1) + V PB (1))− δρA − δρB

= φY + δ
(Y − δρA − δρB)

1− δ
− δρA − δρB < Y + δ

(Y − δρA − δρB)

1− δ
− δρA − δρB =

Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

If we make a slight extension of the model such that instead of five states there were N states in the

tug-of-war model, where in state N − 1 or in state 0 one player is eliminated and no further enforcement

costs (ρ) are necessary, we can show that states surrounded by other states in which successful bargaining is

preferred must themselves also have low enough value under fighting to allow the parties to prefer to split

the contested resource stream.

All states i such that 0 < i < N − 1 have a value under fighting dependent on states i − 1 and i + 1

similar to state (2) in McBride and Skaperdas (2006) such that:

VWA (i) = α(φY + δVWA (i+ 1)− δρA) + β(δVWA (i− 1)− δρA)

VWB (i) = β(φY + δVWB (i− 1)− δρB) + α(δVWB (i+ 1)− δρB)

where α+ β = 1 and α > 0, β > 0.

I want to show that if in states j and l there is a preference for bargained split of the resource, then in

state k such that j < k < l the value of fighting is lower than the value of splitting the resource. As a lemma

I need to show that the fighting value of an interior state is strictly less than a linear combination of the

values of the adjacent states over the transition probabilities α, β.

Let

VWA (i) + VWB (i) = VW (i)

and let the value under optimal choices over fighting and peace be denoted V̂ (i). Note

VW (i) = φY − δρA − δρB + δ(βV̂ (i− 1) + αV̂ (i+ 1))
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Lemma 1:

VW (i) + (1− φ)Y ≤ βV̂ (i− 1) + αV̂ (i+ 1)

Proof : Note that because bargaining is an option for all i:

ˆV (i) ≥ Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

because in the case that ˆVW (i) < Y−δρA−δρB
1−δ players may be made indifferent or better by splitting the

bargaining total value of Y−δρA−δρB
1−δ . Therefore

βV̂ (i− 1) + αV̂ (i+ 1) ≥ Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

φY − δρA − δρB < Y − δρA − δρB = (1− δ)Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

≤ (1− δ)(βV̂ (i− 1) + αV̂ (i+ 1))

And therefore:

φY −δρA−δρB+δ(βV̂ (i−1)+αV̂ (i+1)) < Y −δρA−δρB+δ(βV̂ (i−1)+αV̂ (i+1)) ≤ βV̂ (i−1)+αV̂ (i+1)

This implies

=⇒ VW (i) + (1− φ)Y ≤ βV̂ (i− 1) + αV̂ (i+ 1)

QED. Note (1− φ)Y is strictly positive.

Theorem (1): If in states j and l there is a preference for bargained split of the resource, then in state k

such that j < k < l the value of fighting is lower than the value of splitting the resource.

Proof : Suppose not.

Choose state mε(j, l) such that VW (m) ≥ V̂ (i) for all iε[j, l] and VW (m) > V̂ (m− 1). We know the set

of states i such that VW (i) > V̂ (i− 1) finite and non-empty because we are operating under the supposition

that VW (k) > V̂ (j) = Y−δρA−δρB
1−δ .

By Lemma 1 we know

VW (m) + (1− φ)Y ≤ βV̂ (m− 1) + αV̂ (m+ 1)

This together with VW (m) > V̂ (m− 1) implies

=⇒ VW (m) < VW (m+ 1)⇒⇐

QED.
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Theorem (1) shows that regions of peace must be contiguous in a simple tug-of-war model. This is an

interesting result: it shows that in symmetrical situations players are likely to bargain when sides are more

evenly matched; conflict is most likely with unevenly matched opponents. Here, by symmetry I mean that

V̂A(i) = V̂B(N − 1 − i), this is the situation if each player is similar in arming costs and ability to win in

a given analogous state 3, as we may expect from opponents with similar technology. Successful bargaining

in period i implies successful bargaining in period N − 1− i and by Theorem (1) implies bargaining for all

states j such that i < j < N − 1− i.

3.5 Generalization to Arbitrary Networks of States

The simple tug-of-war model of conflict may be inadequate to describe the complexities of a two-party conflict.

The model assumes a linear network relationship between states whereby each state is connected to at most

two other states, representing a victory for one side or the other in that battle. A more full representation

may probabilistically link many potential states of the conflict to the current state, distinguishing between

a minor loss or major loss for one side or the other, or any number of imaginable outcomes from the chaos

of conflict.

This differs from past tug-of-war models in that each state may represent a more nuanced description of

the conflict. If the states were to represent the occupation of strategic fortified positions between the two

sides, representing control of 0, 1, 2, or 3 fortified positions, the old tug-of-war models do not distinguish

between the fortified positions. Perhaps one fortified position is more well defended than the others, or

perhaps it offers an advantaged position for attacking one of the other positions. In this case there would

potentially be eight relevant states of the conflict we may wish to model, distinguishing between a state

where one player controls two less well defended positions and one where a player controls a strong position

and one of the weaker positions. In both cases there are an equal number of positions controlled, but the

transition probabilities for the two situations clearly differ. It is also worth noting that this generalization

allows for a potential draw in the conflict during a period, resulting in no change of state in the next period.

Suppose there are N states where, as above, state 0 represents defeat for player A and victory for player

B state N−1 represents defeat for player B and victory for player A. For all states n such that 0 < n < N−1

there exists 0 < αn,m < 1 such that
∑N−1
i=0 αn,i = 1 representing the probability of transitioning from state

n to state m as a result of battle.

In McBride and Skaperdas (2006)’s model they restrict the destructiveness of war to (1−φ)Y , a portion

of the single period production of the contested resource. We may want to generalize the model to reflect

destructiveness which may go beyond a single period’s production. Let ψX,n distributed under ΨX,n be a

random draw of costs to player X as a result of conflict in state n.

With these modifications the expected value of state n to each player will be

VWA (n) = δ(

N−1∑
i=0

αn,iVA(i)−
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iρA)− E[ΨA,n]

VWB (n) = δ(

N−1∑
i=0

αn,iVB(i)−
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iρB)− E[ΨB,n]

3I.e. if the states represent ”forts” controlled in a territory, a player with X forts has the same probability of winning in
that period against his opponent, who controls N − 1 −X forts, regardless of his identity.
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We can restate this system of equations using matrix notation as the following matrix multiplication:



0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 ω0 = 0

δα1,0 δα1,1 . . . δα1,n . . . δα1,N−2 ω1

δα2,0 δα2,1 . . . δα2,n . . . δα2,N−2 ω2

δα3,0 δα3,1 . . . δα3,n . . . δα3,N−2 ω3

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

...

δαn,0 δαn,1 . . . δαn,n . . . δαn,N−2 ωn
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

δαN−2,0 δαN−2,1 . . . δαN−2,N−2 . . . δαN−2,N−2 ωN−2

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 ωN−1 = Y
1−δ





VA(0) = 0

VA(1)

VA(2)

VA(3)
...

VA(n)
...

VA(N − 2)

1



=



VA(0) = 0

VA(1)

VA(2)

VA(3)
...

VA(n)
...

VA(N − 2)

VA(N − 1) = Y
1−δ


Where ωk is a constant such that:

ωk = δαk,N−1
Y

1− δ
− E[ΨA,k] + δ

N−2∑
i=1

αk,iρA

We can subtract off the right side variables to produce a vector of known values on the right side. Define β

such that βi,j = δαi,j if i 6= j and βi,j = δαi,j − 1 if i = j. This allows us to restate the system of equations

as: 

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0

β1,0 β1,1 . . . β1,n . . . β1,N−2 ω1

β2,0 β2,1 . . . β2,n . . . β2,N−2 ω2

β3,0 β3,1 . . . β3,n . . . β3,N−2 ω3

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

...

βn,0 βn,1 . . . βn,n . . . βn,N−2 ωn
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

βN−2,0 βN−2,1 . . . βN−2,N−2 . . . βN−2,N−2 ωN−2

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 Y
1−δ





0

VA(1)

VA(2)

VA(3)
...

VA(n)
...

VA(N − 2)

1



=



0

0

0

0
...

0
...

0
Y

1−δ


And therefore:



0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0

β1,0 β1,1 . . . β1,n . . . β1,N−2 ω1

β2,0 β2,1 . . . β2,n . . . β2,N−2 ω2

β3,0 β3,1 . . . β3,n . . . β3,N−2 ω3

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

...

βn,0 βn,1 . . . βn,n . . . βn,N−2 ωn
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
...

βN−2,0 βN−2,1 . . . βN−2,N−2 . . . βN−2,N−2 ωN−2

0 0 . . . 0 . . . 0 Y
1−δ



−1 

0

0

0

0
...

0
...

0
Y

1−δ



=



0

VA(1)

VA(2)

VA(3)
...

VA(n)
...

VA(N − 2)

1


Note that since the square matrix represents a solvable linear system of equations it is invertible by Cramer’s
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rule.

We can show a result on this more complex network structure similar to Theorem (1) for the simpler

linear network model. In this case, it isn’t that the areas of bargaining must be contiguous as in the linear

example, but we can show that in equilibrium there cannot be an ”island” of conflict which only has access

to other states in which bargaining occurs. Note that in a linear network this implies that bargaining states

must be contiguous with each other, but in a more complex state transition network there can be a ”ridge”

of high value conflict states between two ”lakes” of bargaining states.

VW (n) = δ(

N−1∑
i=0

αn,iV (i)−
N−2∑
i=1

αn,i(ρA + ρB))−E[ΨA,n+ΨB,n] = δ

N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)−δρA−δρB−E[ΨA,n+ΨB,n]

Lemma 2:

VW (n) + E[ΨA,n + ΨB,n] ≤
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)

Proof : Note that because bargaining is an option for all i:

V (i) ≥ Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

Therefore

N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i) ≥ Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

Y − E[ΨA,n + ΨB,n]− δρA − δρB < Y − δρA − δρB = (1− δ)Y − δρA − δρB
1− δ

≤ (1− δ)
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)

And therefore:

Y − E[ΨA,n + ΨB,n]− δρA − δρB + δ(

N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)) < Y − δρA − δρB + δ(

N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)) ≤
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)

This implies

=⇒ VW (n) + E[ΨA,n + ΨB,n] ≤
N−2∑
i=1

αn,iV (i)

QED. Note E[ΨA,n + ΨB,n] is strictly positive.

Using this lemma we can easily show that for a region of the state-space which only has access to states

in which bargaining occurs then bargaining must also occur in each state within this region.

Theorem(2): If for some sets A,B ⊂ [1, N − 2] such that for all a ∈ A,αa,i = 0 for all i /∈ A ∪ B and for

all b ∈ B, V (b) = Y−δρA−δρB
1−δ , then V (a) = Y−δρA−δρB

1−δ for all a ∈ A.
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Proof : Consider the state â which offers maximum value to the players in this region, i.e. such that

V w(â) ≥ V w(a) for all a ∈ A and the value available in to players A is strictly larger than the sum of

the bargaining payoffs, that is V w(â) > Y−δρA−δρB
1−δ . By Lemma 2 we know

VW (â) + E[ΨA,â + ΨB,â] ≤
∑

i∈A∪B
αâ,iV (i)

Because
∑
i∈A∪B αâ,i = 1 and αâ,i ≥ 0 for all i, this implies there exists î ∈ A ∪B such that

V (̂i) > VW (â) >
Y − δρA − δρB

1− δ
And this contradicts that state â offers maximum value to players.

⇒⇐ V w(â) ≥ V w(a)∀a ∈ A ∪B

QED.

3.6 The Role of Risk Preference

As a final point I’d like to discuss the role of risk aversion and risk preference due to the marginal character-

istics of the utility curve for the players. Decreasing marginal utility, as is commonly assumed in economics,

can explain the presence of a bargain between two contestants where each partially controls the contested

resource, even in the absence of costly conflict. While arming costs would guarantee conflict until the elimi-

nation of one opponent in a case of constant or increasing marginal utility of the good, decreasing marginal

utility would not require costly conflict for there to exist parameters which allow bargaining.

For some N states arranged linearly as in section 2 such that in state 0 < n < N we have non-zero

transition probabilities that sum to 1 for states n + 1 and n − 1, and where state 0 and state N refer to

total victory for either player A or player B respectively. As above we have per-period arming costs ρA and

ρB . Notably, the per-period destruction of the resource is absent here, although this is equivalent to setting

φ = 1. A risk-preferring utility function over the contested resource would imply convexity in the utility

function such that:

(α)u(x) + (1− α)u(y) > u((α)x+ (1− α)y)

Utility of this form implies that without destructive conflict we should not observe bargaining over the

good. Keep in mind that we are disallowing side-payments which could allow one side to compensate the

other for taking a smaller share of the good in a bargain.

In the absence of costly per-period conflict we still have the arming costs present each period. Denote

the present discounted expectation of the period arming costs under all-conflict in state n for player i as

RWi,n. We know that the present discounted expectation of the arming costs under total conflict is strictly

smaller than the present discounted expectation of arming costs would be under a bargain simply by virtue

of the fact that there is a strictly positive probability of both state 0 and state N being reached after a finite

number of periods for any state n, where total victory is had by one player and no further arming costs are

paid by either player. That is:
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RWA,n <
ρA

1− δ
(δ − δn

n∏
i=1

αi,i−1 − δN−n
N∏

i=n+1

αi,i−1)

And similarly for player B.

Theorem(3): The sum of the all-conflict values for player A and player B in a given state n will always be

larger than the amount available under any split of the contested resource under a bargain.

Proof: Let u(x) where 0 < x < 1 represent the utility of x proportion of the contested resource. The sum

of the all-conflict values for the players in state n will be

VW (n) = u(1)−RWA,n −RWB,n

while the sum of the bargain values will be:

u(α) + u(1− α)− ρA + ρB
1− δ

(δ)

for some α ∈ (0, 1). Note: since we keep u(0) = 0 as in the unmodified model, u(α) < (1−α)u(0)+(α)u(1) =

(α)u(1) and u(1− α) < (α)u(0) + (1− α)u(1) = (1− α)u(1). Therefore:

u(α) + u(1− α)− ρA + ρB
1− δ

(δ − δn
n∏
i=1

αi,i−1 − δN−n
N∏

i=n+1

αi,i−1) < u(1)−RWA,n −RWB,n

for any α ∈ (0, 1). QED.

3.7 Conclusion

In this essay I’ve examined McBride and Skaperdas (2006)’s tug-of-war model of conflict in more depth.

Theorem (1) suggests that under certain common circumstances we should expect more evenly matched

opponents to be more likely to bargain. Because bargaining states are contiguous in the state-space we can

say that opponents who are similar in utility function over the resource, i.e. that value the resource similarly,

that have similar technologies for conflict, i.e. who have symmetrical chances of winning battles given each

potential state of conflict, then we know that when one opponent is willing to bargain, his opponent would

be willing to bargain in the state that represents the juxtaposed relative strength of the opponents (under

these symmetry conditions, if A is willing to bargain in state n, B is willing to bargain in state N − n), and

therefore if both are willing to bargain then they would be willing to bargain juxtaposed in position as well.

Since Theorem (1) implies that bargaining will occur at all states between these two states, we know that

bargaining must occur in the states nearest N
2 (N2 if N is even, N2 −

1
2 and N

2 + 1
2 if N is odd).

This is an important theoretical underpinning to the idea of siding with an underdog in order to produce

peace. In situations where a policy maker is attempting to intervene in a situation of conflict and the

potentially efficient result of the elimination of one contestant is undesirable for humanitarian or strategic
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reasons, then policy makers would do better in supporting the underdog and attempting to move the state

of the conflict to one where the advantaged opponent has less advantage and the contestants are more evenly

matched. Unlike Bester and Konrad (2005)’s model which relies on contestants delaying conflict presently in

order to inevitably and eventually wait until an opportune time to attack when they have to spend little on

their effort function, contestants in this model will remain in perpetual peace when the contestants are in a

state with sufficiently balanced power.

Furthermore, we see the role that risk aversion or risk preference can play. Risk aversion can motivate

peace even in situations where there is no deterrence from destructiveness in the conflict. The decreasing

marginal return on the contested good makes it more efficient to share the good between opponents than

risk potentially being cut off from access to the contested resource in an extended conflict, even if winning

that conflict removes dead-weight arming costs.

This theoretical framework describes how and when we may see pairs of potential contestants begin

and end conflict. A sign of weakness on the part of one contestant may serve as a trigger to conflict by

signaling that the potentially weak opponent has implied a move away from the region of state-space where

the contestants are evenly matched, and now their opponent may see an opportunity to permanently end the

dead-weight loss of arming by eliminating the weak contestant through a now presumably shorter period of

conflict. Similarly, a demonstration that a potential contestant is on par with the ”power level” of another

contestant or contestants will allow a natural self-enforcing peace to exist between contestants. This seems to

describe situations where a community of established participants are not open to being targets of aggression

from each-other, while being aggressive or predatory towards weak entrants to the contest venue.
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